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Tribble Reese is
selected by the
Dolphins as the first
in the NFL draft.
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DUI penalties
made harsher
Gov. Sanford introduces tiered
system of punishment severity.
CAROLINE RASH
EDIOR-IN-CHIEF

Discover careers of
tomorrow that you can
start today.
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...despite some
insipid questions
and meandering
answers, the
discussion
produced a few
fruitful ideas.
-STAFF EDITORIAL
ON THE

On April 15, Governor Sanford
signed a new law which, as of 2009,
will strengthen DUI penalties in South
Carolina. The law introduces a "tiered"
system, in which higher amounts of
intoxication lead to harsher penalties,
and initiates tougher penalties for refusing to take blood alcohol tests. All
offenses (from first-time on) correlate
to higher penalties, and community
service was eliminated as a sentencing option for second and subsequent
offenses.
"I think it's great that they want to
give people who were more intoxicated
a tougher penalty," said Alyssa Mander,
a senior English major. "It's just like
assault versus murder. Both are punished, but there's definitely a difference
in punishment severity."
The bill was part of Governor
Sanford's "First 30 Days agenda" outlined in his State of the State address,
but Sanford credited colleagues Murrell
Smith in the House and Larry Martin
and Shane Massey in the South Carolina
Senate with helping bring it to fruition.
"They pushed so hard to make sure this

bill created meaningful penalties and
got rid of the loopholes that kept law
enforcement from doing their jobs,"
said Sanford.
Since 2003, South Carolina has
had a .08 BAC illegal per se law,
which means a person is legally intoxicated despite (or in correlation with)
his or her behavior at that blood alcohol
level. The new law does not affect the
.08 limit. The penalties of S.C. DUI
offenses are as follows: First offense is
a misdemeanor, second offense within
ten years Class C misdemeanor, third
in 10 years is a Class A misdemeanor,
and fourth and subsequent are Class F
felonies. The letters assigned to different levels of misdemeanors indicate jail
and fine parameters, which only go up
12 months until the fourth conviction
in South Carolina. These penalties have
been strengthened (though not classified differently), but the main focus
of the law is eliminating loopholes for
defendants in DUI trials.
Loopholes in DUI cases often
include the defense lawyer questioning the testing method (disputing the
accuracy of breath tests by pointing to
other factors besides alcohol), or argu-

A new law promises to make drunk driving punishments fit the crime.

ing against probable cause for testing/
being pulled over.
Ben Burris, a freshman in electrical engineering, voiced the majority
opinion of interviewees in saying that
driving under the influence is "inexcusable and reckless."
"I've had several people I care
about killed because other drivers were
driving recklessly or intoxicated," he
continued: "I think that if strengthening
the punishments for DUI will reduce

the amount that it happens, then they
should be increased as much as possible."
According to National Conference
for State Legislatures, approximately
17,602 people were killed in alcoholrelated traffic crashes in 2006 and 1.5
million people were arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol or
drugs. And the debate of how to stop it
rolls on.
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Barack Obama ends
presidential campaign to
join Clemson's nationally
acclaimed offensive line.

Tiger Band to
"Idolize" show

A competition in the spirit of "American Idol"
comes to campus with "Clemson Hero."

C5

The production will be coordinated
with Paw Vision to show behind the
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
scenes clips, funny moments, live action
In 2006 Tiger Band gave back to the and other related scenes, continuing the
community by performing a show that integrating of the video screen within
used the music of the famous Broadway the performances of Tiger Band.
production "RENT" to highlight the
Spede praised the innovative attiwork of the Clemson chapter of Habitat tude of his band and its continued use
for Humanity.
of the Memorial Stadium jumbotron.
Then in 2007, the
"Tiger
Band
Sound that Shakes the
members love charting new territory
Southland presented
Tiger Band wants to not
only with our
fans with a show based
offer fans something half-time shows;
on the popular video
game series Guitar
new pre-game
new - its rendition of our
Hero.
video entrance is
American Idol by the believed to be the
But now after two
successful shows, both
of its kind in
name of 'Clemson first
the country."
of which were recogHero.'
The three finalnized by the College
Band
Directors
ists are selected by
Association for exceljudges, who are
lence and creativity, Tiger Band wants yet to be determined, from a pool of
to offer fans something new - its rendi- Clemson students.
tion of American Idol by the name of
Spede, who received the idea in a
"Clemson Hero."
dream, encouraged all interested stuThe concept, devised by Dr. Mark dents to audition.
Spede, will further bridge the gap
"Just come prepared to sing a one
between performer and audience by minute selection of your choice. We're
incorporating a "live" aspect, allowing looking for that star power, personality,
the crowd to select the Clemson Hero and great voice that will captivate our
on the spot.
Death Valley fans and turn the winner
The event will premier during the into the first 'Clemson Hero!'"
halftime show of the S.C. State football
An open casting call will be held at
game on Sept. 20.
the Brooks Center Sunday, April 27 at
Three finalists will sing live in 7 pm in room 112.
Students must bring his or her best
Death Valley and the crowd will determine the Clemson Hero via applause a capella vocal choice.
For more information contact Dr.
and general response.
The grand prizewinner will receive Spede at mspede@exchange.clemson.
a cash prize and sing the grand finale edu.
of the show.
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TimeOut sums up the
past year's events with "A
Year in Review."
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IPTAY pilfers
parking for $25K
Senate sacrifices student spots.
PEDRO ILDEFONSO
STAFF WRITER

After a vote from Clemson
Undergraduate Student Government,
it has been decided that R-l parking
lot will be reserved for IPTAY on
football game days.
This resolution was argued for
hours to clarify the details. IPTAY
and athletics will use an estimated
$20,000 for busing, security and
port-a-potties for students in the lot
at Kite Hill.
In addition to this, IPTAY will
make a yearly donation to the Student
Government Capital Improvement
Fund of $25,000.
This resolution was passed with
an approximate two-thirds favorable
vote. Future voting records will show
what senators voted for and against
this resolution.
Other issues included the current
warning system and the approval of
the President's Cabinet
The meeting began with a
speech from Capitan. Hendricks
of the Clemson University Police
Department (CUPD) who spoke to
the increase of security on campus
and CUPD's preparedness for disasters ranging from lightning to an
active shooter.
The Senate Pro Tempore
Ganesan raised the question if
Clemson was safe if a major disaster
were to befall the campus.
Capitan Hendricks responsed
that Clemson has worked tirelessly
to do drills and tests with the surrounding emergency groups and hospitals to ensure that things would run

smoothly if there is an emergency.
The tests show that Clemson is very
prepared.
A bill was put into second read
to create a new part of Student
Government called the Division of
Information. Senator Dan Ebner said
that this new Division would create
a massive increase of information
sharing from CUSG to the rest of the
student body.
Senator Stephen Mistoler said
that the proposed Division is "like the
new kid on the block and should be
given a chance for a year."
Opposition Senators said that the
new Division will overlap multiple
current positions and is full of redundant jobs. In the end the Senate voted
against the bill.
The Senate approved new
Student Body President Callie Boyd's
new Cabinet. The permanent positions saw no debate, nor did the nine
new positions. The Senate, however,
became resistant when an expansion
of Cabinet was brought up.
President Boyd requested a one
year appointment for the positions of
Executive Assistant and Campus and
Community Development Director.
After both positions were initially struck down, the Senate saw a
new bill that did approve the CCD
Director.
The last bill was no bill at all;
it was the resolution in support of
IPTAY switching R-l and Kite Hill
parking lots on game days. R-l
would no longer be a resident parking lot, but would become a general
admission parking lot.
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Clemson Rodeo goes pro
CU Block and Bridle Club to host first competition in six years.
JENNIFER SALANE
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson University Rodeo
Club (CURC) will host the first
professional rodeo sponsored by a
student club in more than six years
on April 18 and 19.
Clemson students will be competing in this event, run by a branch
of the Clemson (CU) Block and
Bridle Club, which is the parent
organization of CURC.
The Rodeo Club expects to
draw crowds numbering in the thousands.
Alec Davern, vice president of
the CU Block and Bridle Club, is
the chairman of the CURC Spring
2006-2007 and the co-event coordinator for the rodeo.
The current chairpersons of the
CURC are Jessica Lordi and Rachel
Johnson.
A rodeo is held at the T. Ed
Garrison Arena twice a year, organized by a private party outside of
the University.
"In its heyday, the CURC was
one of the largest recognized student
clubs on campus," said Davern.
"Over the past ten years, interest declined severely, and leaders
decided to join forces with the CU
Block & Bridle Club. The CURC is
now, despite its name, a committee
under the CU Block and Bridle Club
with two chairmen and around 30
paid members."
With the declining membership,
the arena became less used and fell
to disrepair.
"It has been a tremendous effort
in the past year-and-a-half to get

Clemson student Alec Davern ropes, rides and wrangles in 2005 National Competition.

the facility updated and ready to go
again," Davern said.
"We held one small barrel race
last May, had some success, and
we are now ready to tackle a large
event."
According to Davern, the CURC
is in charge of the maintenance
and promotion of the outdoor
arena located at the intersection of
Highway 76 and Woodburn Road in
Pendleton.
"We [the club] have been working hard for the past year to restore
the arena to its full working condition," said Davern. "Wd feel it

is finally updated and cleaned up
enough to handle an event of this
magnitude."
Clemson students routinely
ride the professional rodeo circuit,
including Ben Strait for bareback
bronc riding, Jessica Lordi for team
roping and Alec Davern for team
roping/calf roping.
There is no qualification process required and each of the riders
are expected to compete this year.
The rodeo is sanctioned by the
Southern Rodeo Association (SRA),
one of the largest and oldest professional rodeo associations east of the

Mississippi River.
"Competitors buy memberships
each year for this association," said
Davern.
"The CURC expects to draw
some of the best professional cowboys and cowgirls in the East."
There is risk associated with the
sport of rodeo.
Competitors sign a waiver
approved by the Clemson Office of
Risk Management.
The waiver states that the
competitor understands the risks
involved and holds valid insurance.
"There are always the normal

helpers available to the participants,
such as the pick-up men in the bronc
riding and the bull fighters for the
bull riding," said Davern.
"There will also be a medic on
site at all times while the rodeo is
taking place and the Pendleton Fire
Department will be on call if an
ambulance is necessary."
The winner of the rodeo receives
a portion of the cash purse in each
event.
The cash purse is comprised of
the entry fees of each of the competitors for that event as well as $400
added to each event by the CURC.
They hope to attract top competitors
by raising the cash prize.
At the end of the season, the top
12 contestants in each event — calf
roping, team roping, steer wrestling,
cowgirls breakaway roping, cowgirls barrel racing, bareback bronc
riding, saddlebronc riding and bull
riding — qualify for the Southern
Finals Rodeo and compete for the
SRA Championship.
Tickets for adults are $12 at the
door and $10 in advance, and $6
at the door and $5 in advance for
children.
Tickets can be purchased in
advance at First Savers Bank in
Seneca, Mr. Knickerbockers in
Clemson and the CAFLS Career
Office in the P&A Building on
campus.
"The proceeds from this event
will benefit the CURC and will
hopefully lead to the establishment
of future events and contributions
to various scholarships and other
funds," said Davern.

ACC

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE

The Atlantic Coast Conference is proud to
congratulate this year's post-graduate scholarship recipients.

am Hammonds, Men's Basketball

Elizabeth Jobe, Women's Soccer

Meghan Steiner, Volleyball

A candidate for CoSIDA Academic All-America honors...
Named first-team Academic All-District this season by
CoSIDA...A two-time Academic AII-ACC honoree and two-time
member of the ACC Academic Honor Roll...Is a member of
Clemson's Blue Key society, which recognizes the top one
percent of leaders on campus...One of only five players in
ACC history with 1,300 points, 400 rebounds, 400 assists,
and 200 steals in his career...Ranks in the top 10 in Clemson
history in starts, minutes played, three-point goals, steals,
assists, and assist-to-turnover ratio...Will be the first
scholarship basketball player on record at Clemson to earn
a degree in architecture in May...Named to the President's
List (4.0 GPA) for the fall semester.

Named to the AII-ACC Academic Women's Soccer Team in
2006 and 2007.. .Selected to the ACC Academic Honor Roll
from 2004-06.. .Graduated in December 2007 with a degree
in animal and veterinary sciences...Started all 71 games of
her career, helping the Tigers advance to the NCAA Tournament in all four years, including a trip to the NCAA "Elite
Eight" in 2006.. .Led a defense that allowed just 1.03 goals
per game during her senior year.

Graduated a semester early in January of 2008 with a degree
in biological sciences...Has remained on campus in 2008
to study cancer research.. .Plans to attend medical school
and then pursue a career in oncology.. .Named to the 2007
AII-ACC Academic Team, and the 2007 ESPN The Magazine
Academic All-District third-team.. .Selected to the ACC
Academic Honor Roll in each of the last three years.. .Led
Clemson to 81 wins in four years, including the 2007 league
title and the school's first NCAA Tournament berth since
1999.. .Ranks among the school's top 10 in career hitting ■
percentage, blocks average and block assists.
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By Melissa Whitson

It cannot be contested that the world is a rapidly changing
place. So rapidly changing in fact, that many of today's issues
stem from aspects of society that were virtually nonexistent a
mere decade ago.
With globalization, an insatiable demand for healthcare, technological advances and the pressure to be environmentally-conscious enveloping the world, today's college students will have
the task of tackling tomorrow's unexpected problems.
To balance on this narrow cutting edge, unique new careers are
being created at a record rate.
So if the traditional occupations of teacher, lawyer or fire
fighter are no longer appealing, consider one of these careers that
will not only provide an income but may help relieve the future's
issues as well.
i Asian Business Development Specialist: In 10 years it is predicted that more English will be spoken in China than in any
other country. And with East Asia growing as a global economic
power, bilingual professionals who can oversee America's
business relations with Asian organizations will be in high
demand.
•

Behavioral Geneticist: As more evidence ties certain aspects
of human behavior -- sexual orientation, alcoholism, intelligence, the propensity for violence -- to genetics, researchers
will be needed to develop ethical gene-related therapies.

• Computational Biologist: The opportunities are endless in this
field of work. Genetically engineering plants as energy sources.
developing a cheaper way to decode a person's full genome,
building digital models of biological systems, and creating
models to mimic the behavior of molecules are just a few of the
expected applications.
Data Miner: For those who have a knack for numbers, data
mining may be of occupational interest. Employees in this field
will analyze statistics and surveys to find the answers to such
questions as does a new drug really work better than a placebo? For what markets should production be increased? and
what is one product's appeal over another?
• Emergency Planning Manager: Recent terrorist attacks and

natural disasters have shed a blinding light on the need for
better ways to prevent and respond to large-scale emergencies. Managers in this valuable area will prepare for and react
to catastrophes such as fires, floods, tornadoes, earthquakes,
outbreaks of highly infectious diseases, major accidents and
acts of terrorism.
Green-Collar Consultant: As new scientific evidence forces
people to abandon ignorance and admit that the environmental
state of the world is rapidly declining, experts will be needed
to find ways to reduce the industrial carbon footprint though
environmentally friendly construction, strategic plans for sustainability, wetlands restoration and ecotourism.
Health Informatics Specialist: Whether you prefer working
with people or technology, there is a place in health informatics
for almost anyone. Using computer-based technology to analyze, research and organize public health issues, employees in
this field will work with physicians, nurses, and others to identify needs and develop systematic ways of solving problems.
Immigration Specialist: America's reputation as an international melting pot is being reaffirmed at record pace. Now
more than ever people are needed to assist hospitals, schools,
businesses and government agencies dealing with the influx of
immigrants and the accompanying language and cultural barOffshoring Manager: It is a fact of the future that more
American companies will be relocating overseas to garner
cheaper production costs. With all the movement, professionals are needed to manage the global competition, product
development, marketing research and innovation that face
companies choosing to outsource their services.

•

Wellness Coach: Those who know the value of a good nap and
a diet rich in vegetables may be suited for the job of wellness
coach. Similar to a personal trainer, but with a focus on proper
nutrition and mental health, wellness coaches guide their clients to a holistically healthy lifestyle.
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
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Weekly World Update
National Report

World Report

■ On April 16 the second motion
picture spinoff of the paranormal TV
adventure "The X-Files" was given
the green light by distributor 20th
Century Fox. Chris Carter, the series'
creator and the movie's director and
co-writer told The Associated Press that
the production has been named 'The XFiles: I Want to Believe," signed off on
the title Wednesday. Due in theaters July
25, the movie will not deal with aliens or
the mythology about interaction between
humans and extraterrestrials, which
was featured on the television series.
According to Carter, it casts Mulder and
Scully into a stand-alone, earth-bound
story aimed at both serious "X-Files"
fans and newcomers.

■ In a statement issued on April 11,
French officials said troops are holding
six pirates after the 30-member crew of
a luxury yacht hijacked last week near
the coast of Somalia were released. The
French armed forces resolved the hostage
situation without incident, according to
Nicolas Sarkozy. The French military said
it captured six of the pirates who had left
the ship and returned to the mainland. The
original group of pirates was believed to
number between 12 and 16 people. The
six men are being held at the Paris court
where they are being questioned.
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cal, pop and Latin arrangements written for steel band. The performance
is free for students at the public and
begins at 8:00 p.m.
0

■ April 16 saw The Supreme Court, in
a 7-2 ruling, uphold Kentucky's use of
lethal injection as a means of executing prisoners, ruling that the method,
which is used in some 35 states, is
properly and humanely applied. The
immediate impact of the ruling is that it
will allow states to resume executions,
which had been on hold since September
while the high court considered this
appeal. No executions are scheduled in
the next few weeks. Kentucky inmates
Ralph Baze and Clyde Bowling Jr.
brought suit in federal court three years
ago, questioning that state's three-chemical mixture and the procedures used to
administer it.
■ On April 11 The Aga Khan, 71,
arrived in Austin, Texas, where he
met with Gov. Rick Perry and signed
a memorandum with the University
of Texas on behalf of his Aga Khan
University. Aga Khan University is an
international university with teaching
sites in eight countries: Afghanistan,
Kenya, Pakistan, Tanzania, Uganda,
Syria, Egypt and the United Kingdom.
The agenda for the Aga Khan's first
U.S. tour in 20 years includes stops in
Chicago, 111.; Los Angeles, Calif.; and
Atlanta, Ga; places he described as having "particular importance to the Ismaili
Community over the last half century."
The Aga Khan is regarded as the spiritual
leader of 20 million Ismaili Muslims
across the world.
■ On April 16 Transportation
Secretary Mary Peters said that fliers
who are involuntarily bumped would
receive up to $400 if they are rescheduled to reach their destination after
two hours of their original arrival
time, or four hours for international
flights and up to $800 if their arrival is
delayed longer. The provision is among
several new aviation measures aimed
at strengthening passenger protections,
improving consumer choice and reducing
congestion. The new bumping rule covers more flights, including planes seating
as few as 30 travelers. All changes will
go into effect in May.
■ On April 15 a statement from the
New York Police Department said
, witnesses saw 36-year-old Antonio
Nararainsami of Brooklyn sitting on
the banister of the escalator when
he lost his balance and fell four stories at Shea Stadium. According to
Nararainsami's daughter, Emily, her
father was walking down the escalator, not sliding, as fans left the stadium
after the New York Mets-Washington
Nationals game. Police are investigating
the death as an accident. Nararainsami
died at Booth Memorial Hospital about
25 minutes after the 10 p.m. accident.
■ Martha Stewart's dog Paw Paw,
who was a familiar face on her television show and in her magazine, has
died of renal failure. The 60- pound
chow, whose full name was Kublai
Khan Paw Paw Chow Chow Chow, was
almost 13. Stewart had owned him since
he was born, and had named him Paw
Paw for his large paws.

■ Nepal's April 10 elections saw
violence that left three people dead,
including a candidate who was gunned
down in front of a polling station. The
candidate, Sambhu Prasad Singh, was
killed just minutes before polls closed
in a village in southern Nepal's Sarlahi
District. It was one of three deaths on
Nepal's election day. Earlier, a party
activist died during political clashes in the
southern Sunsari District. After the polls
closed, police shot and killed a man trying
to take ballot boxes that were being transported to the headquarters in the southern
Siraha District. Those clashes between
activists of various parties forced election
officials to suspend voting at 33 polling
stations, the majority lying in Nepal's
southern region.
■ Haiti's Parliament has voted to dismiss Prime Minister Jacques Edouard
Alexis after protests over rising food
prices. Senator Gabriel Fortune said that
16 of Haiti's 27 senators voted in favor of
the dismissal in an April 12 session. The
vote reflects frustration over the rising
cost of living in the impoverished country
that has sparked clashes between protesters and U.N. peacekeepers stationed there.
President Rene Preval pledged to support
any decision the lawmakers make on
Alexis.
■ On April 16 President Bush, first
lady Laura Bush and more than 13,500
spectators welcomed Pope Benedict
XVI in an elaborate ceremony on
the South Lawn of the White House.
Benedict praised the role of religion in the
United States. Guests included Catholic
clergy, ecumenical representatives,
Catholic schoolchildren, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, and Sisters of the Poor and
Knights of Columbus. Following the
ceremony, Bush and the pope had a oneon-one meeting in the Oval Office where
discussed topics included the Middle East
and the immigration situation with Latin
America.
■ On April 12 the Pakistan portion of
the Olympic torch relay began amidst
heavy guard - the proceedings being
closed to the public. Prompted by the
violence during earlier portions of the
relay in Britain, France and the United
States, Pakistani officials chose to close
the relay to the public and hold it in
Jinnah Stadium in Islamabad. Instead of
traversing city streets, the 65 torchbearers ran multiple times around the stadium
before handing off the torch to the next
runner. Dignitaries on hand included
Pakistan's President Pervez Musharraf
and newly-elected Prime Minister Yousaf
Raza Gilani.
■ On April 16 an Iraqi photographer
for The Associated Press was freed
after two years in U.S. military custody.
On Wednesday Bilal Hussein, arrested
two years ago on allegations of terrorist
ties, was handed over to representatives
of the news agency. An Iraqi judicial
committee dropped legal proceedings
against Hussein last week, saying he
should be freed unless other charges were
pending. The U.S. military initially said it
had more than enough evidence to hold
him under a U.N. mandate. However,
Maj. Gen. Douglas Stone, deputy commanding general for detainee operations,
signed an order Monday for Hussein's
release.
' ' ■

The South Carolina State
Election Commission will be hosting
a Voter Registration Drive in the
Union on April 23. Representatives
from the Election Commission will be
in the student center during lunch to
help students register to vote for the
upcoming 2008 Primaries and General
Election. Students can fill out their
voter registration information and will
receive their voter registration cards
in the mail. The deadline to register
to vote in the June 10 primaries is
May 10, and the deadline to register
to vote in the November 4 General
Election is October 4. Additionally,
representatives will be available to
educate voters about how to use the
electronic voting machine system.
Electronic voting machines will be
set up so voters can practice using
them. Questions should be forwarded
to Jordan Scott at 803.233.2436 or
Jordan.scott@cnsg.com.
Alpha Kappa Psi is holding a
fundraiser in order to raise money
for Clemson graduate Cory Macher
who endured a kidney transplant
but fell prey to a large amount of
debt due to lacking health insurance. The service organization is raffling a $500 gift certificate to Barnes
and Noble, which can be used in the
University bookstore. AKP is selling
raffle tickets for donations of $2.00.
100 percent of the money will go
to Macher to help him with surgery
related expenses. After graduating and
getting married, Macher and his wife
filed for health insurance, but were
demoed due to his unfavorable blood
test results. Macher showed no signs,
yet in actuality he only had 10 percent of his kidneys left, prompting the

transplant. A table will be set up on
the library bridge where raffle tickets
will be sold. The drawing will be held
on May 25.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. and Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc. will host a fundraiser
from April 18 - 24 in order to raise
money for March for Babies, formerly March of Dimes. The Greek
organizations will host a kickoff event
April 18 in the courtyard of the Union
that will include food and games.
Tables will be set up in the Union
Loggia and on the library bridge to
take donations.
The Clemson University
Concrete Canoe and Steel Bridge
teams have earned invitations to the
national competitions, marking the
11th consecutive year for the Steel
Bridge team and the 15th consecutive year for the Concrete Canoe
team. Currently, the teams hold
three national concrete canoe titles
and one national steel bridge title.
The Concrete Canoe nationals will
be in June at Ecole de Technologie
Superieure in Montreal, Canada while
the Steel Bridge national competition
will be held in May at the University
of Florida in Gainesville, Fla.
On Friday April 25 the Brooks
Center for the Performing Arts will
host the CU Percussion Ensemble
& CU Steel Band. The percussion
ensemble features contemporary
drumming and music for percussion as well as ragtime music for the
marimba ensemble. The steel band
performs soca and calypso tunes from
Trinidad and Tobago as well as classi-

To mark the 20th anniversary
of Clemson's largest musical instrument, the carillon bell, the university will host a concert and fireworks
show on May 4. The free concert
will feature guest artist Carlo J. van
Ulft, a distinguished carillonneur who
has performed throughout the United
States and Europe. Van Ulft will
play carillon arrangements of works
by Mozart, Strauss, Bizet, Rossini,
Beethoven and others. The Frenchmade bells of the Clemson Memorial
Carillon can be heard up to a quarter
mile away and weigh 100,000 pounds.
On May 14 beginning at 9:00
AM, the CCIT Web Team and
Server Group will make the new
CCIT web site live. The new site
offers the same look and feel as
the main Clemson University webpages. The homepage provides many
resources for students, faculty and
staff at a glance. Seamless integration with the new Service Notification
System and alerts has been implemented to help keep users updated on
the latest outages and alerts. A new
ticketing system by the name of Tiger
Tracks allows for the online reporting
of IT problems and questions. CCIT
also maintains an outreach program
that supports the computing activities
of various state and federal agencies,
educational institutions and private
companies. CCIT supports research
activities across the University as
well as internal projects. CCIT's
mission is to provide both the information technology infrastructure and
the training and consulting resources
necessary to make Clemson a national
leader in the use of technology in
research and outreach. For more
details about the site or questions
concerning CCIT contact Patrick
McGee at phmcgee@clemson.edu.

Need Physical Therapy'
CLEMSON

Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation
• Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
• Custom Foot Orthotics
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
• Injury Prevention
Education
• Pool Therapy
13,000 square foot
state-of-the-art facility
located on
Hwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

864-482-0085
www.csmr.org

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with state-of-the-art equipment

and advanced methods to return you to
your busy college life or sports arena.
Trust the best We've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
"
since 1994...
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Angela Young

•

Wi nner of Clemson Idol 2008

x2>:30

•

seconds with...
Melissa Whitson: Why did you
try out for Clemson Idol?
Angela Young: My friend Deanna
Buchanan, who is in Southern
Accents with me, told me about
the competition. I decided to try
out because I love to sing! Music
has been a part of my life since
I was little and my life wouldn't
have been the same without it.
Nothing can make me happier
than singing in front of people!
MW: Do you ever want to sing
professionally one day?
AY: Yes, that would be my dream
job. I tried out for "American
Idol" in the summer and didn't
make it, but this has been a huge

boost for me. Winning Clemson
Idol has given me more courage
to take on my dream and I plan
on trying out for "American Idol"
again this summer.

some variety. Some specific songs
would be "RESPECT" by Aretha
Franklin, "Joyful Joyful" by
Lauryn Hill arid "Take it Back" by
Reba McEntire.

MW: What do you find so
enjoyable about singing?
AY: Singing is great because it
makes people happy. I love to see
people have fun and when the
crowd is enjoying the music then
I'm enjoying it!

MW: Did you win money? If so,
what are you going to do with it?
AY: Yes, I won $100! That was
definitely a bonus to winning! I
already spent some of it, but I plan
to use the rest of it for food or any
other little thing I might need...
like clothes!

MW: What are your favorite
songs to sing?
AY: I like to sing mostly R&B
songs and a little country. That's
a big contrast but I like to have

MW: Were you nervous to
compete for Clemson Idol?
AY: Well, once you try out for
"American Idol" I don't think

anything can be as nerve-racking!
At the first tryouts I was a little
nervous, but in the final rounds I
wasn't nervous at all. I just had
fun with the song and didn't really
think about what others were
thinking. I was having a great time
doing what I love!
MW: Who are some of your
favorite singers/musical groups?
Do you ever impersonate them?
AY: I would have to say my
favorite singers are Mariah Carey,
Lauryn Hill, Christina Aguilera,
Michael Buble and Martina
McBride. I want to have a unique
sound, so I really try not to
impersonate anybody too much!

News By
Numbers
bullet shot a Tampa, Fla. woman between the
eyes while riding in her boyfriend's pickup truck.

When final exams are over
put Pak Mail to the test.

time, in months, 18-year-old Danica Esau of
Lake Stevens, Wash, faked being pregnant in
order to document peoples' reactions and teach
them the value of safe sex.

115

Packing up and heading for home is a multiple choice problem.
But your best solution is Pak Mail.

price, in dollars, of a barrel of U.S. light sweet
crude oil for May deliveryon the New York
Mercantile Exchange.

We can custom pack and crate everything from your high-tech
electronics, furniture and other fragile items to books and
clothing. So no matter what your packing and shipping needs
are, Pak Mail has the expertise and materials to ensure your
belongings arrive quickly and safely.

300

And that's how we make the grade - everyday.
Bloom Shopping Center
1085 Old Clemson Hwy Ste E
Seneca Sc
Phone:864-654-1717
US806@PakMail.org

B4K/H4IL
M ship anything anywhere!

FKEfNANT...

immigrants arrested in immigration and identity
theft raids at Pilgrim's Pride poultry plants in
Mount Pleasant, Texas, Batesville, Ark., Live
Oak, Fla., Chattanooga, Tenn., and Moorefield,
W.Va.

25,000
amount, in dollars, Clemson University
Undergraduate Student Government accepted
from IPTAY in exchange for permitting reserved
residential parking for IPTAY members only on
the Saturdays of home football games next year.

or think you might be?
On this day in
?s

JaJgfv>

Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson

History
1506 - The cornerstone of the current St. Peter's
Basilica was laid in Rome, Italy.
1775 - William Dawes and Paul Revere embarked
on their famous ride from Boston, Mass., to
Lexington, Mass., to warn of the approaching
British troops.
1902 - Denmark became the first country to use
fingerprinting to identify criminals.
1909 - Joan of Arc is beatified in Rome, Italy.
1946 - The League of Nations dissolved, just three
months after the United Nations was founded.

(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)

2007 - The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the PartialBirth Abortion Ban Act in a 5-4 decision.

"I always look at my work as trying to
measure the distance between American promise and American reality. And I think [Obama]
inspired a lot of people with that idea: How do
you make that distance shorter? "
-BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN, after endorsing Barack Obama for president.
"Never will we accept in our profession
that a judge decides if a young girl is skinny
or not skinny."
- DIDIER GRUMBACH, President of
the French Federation of Couture, dismissing
a bill that would make it illegal for anyone,
including fashion magazines and advertisers,
to "incite" extreme thinness in France.
"My comments about 'gangsta rap' were
in no way trying to suggest that the government is responsible for creating this genre of
rap music."
- ALICIA KEYS, after Blender magazine
quoted her as saying in a recent interview
'"Gangsta rap' was a ploy to convince black
people to kill each other."
"/ am deeply ashamed, and we will do
what is possible so this cannot happen again
in the future."
- POPE BENEDICT XVI, vowing to better screen candidates for the priesthood and
heal the wounds caused by sex abuse scandals
among America's clergy.
"He has never done anything wrong."
- ZAINA AL SABAH BIN LADEN, on
attempts to secure a British visa for her husband Omar, a son of Osama bin Laden.
"This has been the ultimate rollercoaster
ride, and I hate rollercoasters."
- TREVOR IMMELMAN, 28-year-old
South African golfer, after defeating Tiger
Woods at the Masters golf tournament by 3
strokes.
"Her travels were to give a message of
peace and of trust, but not everyone deserves
trust."
MARIA di MARINEO, sister of a murdered Italian artist who was hitchhiking to
the Middle East dressed as a bride to promote
world peace.
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Students advocate change through
class project
Members of English 103 class give social causes a face with visuals, PSAs.
WHITTNEY FARROW
STAFF WRITER

Almost every incoming freshman must endure the tedious agony
that is English 103.
For those few students who actually enjoy reading, writing and analyzing text after text, the class may
not seem like much of an endeavor.
However, for those who have
difficulty differentiating William
Shakespeare from John Grisham,
getting through English 103 can be
the bane of anyone's first year at
Clemson.
So, in an effort to curb the
course's distressing reputation,
Professor Ashley Lusk decided to
take a different approach.
In Lusk's English 103 classes
this semester, students will be undertaking what Lusk calls the Visual
Rhetoric Campaign to get students
more involved in combating a variety of social issues.
The
campaign
assignment
requires groups of students to
research and analyze the visual and
verbal rhetoric of an established
social campaign.
The group must then underwrite
a public service announcement (PSA)
promoting their campaign.
The PSA, which will air on
Clemson's radio station, 88.1 WSBF
FM, must follow a script format.
A visual must also be created to
promote and support the campaign.
Lusk said she hopes the project will
help get students involved with pro-

A group from Professor Ashley Lusk's English 103 class promotes recycling as a part of a class assignment

moting causes they are passionate
about while allowing them to make a
difference in the community.
"It helps the students to be
socially conscious through writing,"
said Lusk.
Between Lusk's two English
103 classes, eight campaigns are
being supported, including Freerice.
com, the "You Choose" campaign,

Teal Bands, water bottle awareness,
Medical Amnesty, domestic abuse,
CU 101 and anti-cigarette littering.
Freerice.com, an online site that
quizzes users about word meanings,
donates 20 grains of rice for each
word matched with its correct definition. United Nations World Food
Program supports the site, hoping to
end world hunger.

After being inspired by another
university's orange band campaign,
one group in Lusk's class decided
to initiate the teal band campaign on
Clemson's campus.
Students write a word of meaning to them on teal-colored pieces of
cloth and attach them to their wrists,
purses, backpacks or clothing with
the intention of instigating open

conversation on campus.
The water bottle campaign aims
to make people aware of the amount
of waste produced by those who
buy bottled water and promotes the
use of reusable containers such as
Nalgenes and other non-disposable
water bottles.
Other students chose to support the Domestic Abuse awareness
campaign and planned a silent film
viewing on the library bridge to educate other students about the prevalence of domestic abuse.
Those students who
chose
Clemson's CU 101 course to promote made recommendations that
the freshman course include life
skills such as balancing a checkbook.
These changes were approved and
added to the course curriculum.
Yet another group of studentshave decided to tackle the issue of
littering by advocating against cigarette littering.
In addition to fulfilling a general
education requirement, students in
Lusk's English 103 classes are making an impact within the Clemson
community.
They are garnering support for
issues that can be resolved when
enough dedicated people become
aware of the problem.
Lusk's Visual Rhetoric Campaign
Assignment is a testament to the
unique education experience at
Clemson University that caters to
the socially-conscious generation of
today's college students.

Arbor Day Foundation"

POCKETED

TREES
PLANTED

IT FEELS GOOD

TO SELL YOUR BOOKS
m RECEIVE UP TO 50% CASH BACK
W SELL YOUR BOOKS, WIN DOUBLE CASH*

101 SLOAN STREET
864-654-2005
CLEMSONBOOKS.NET
SEE STORE FOR EXTENDED HOURS

*PLAY THE IN-STORE MONEY TREE GAME FOR A CHANCE AT DOUBLE CASH BACK WHEN YOU SELL YOUR BOOKS.
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Reality of Greek funding

Animals treated well

Organizations hope to gain money from Student Government.

Research subjects not harmed in process.

PEDRO ILDEFONSO
STAFF WRITER

A heated debate looms over
Clemson's Undergraduate Student
Government (CUSG), Inter-fratemity
Council, Panhellenic Council, PanHellenic Council and Greek Life.
Within the coming months the individual Greek organizations are expected
to discuss with the Student Activity
Funding Board the possibility of receiving money from the Student Activity
Fee.
The entire organization funding
process is often misunderstood - if
understood at all — by the majority of
Clemson students. In fact, many wonder how CUSG doles out the cash, why
Greek organizations are prohibited from
applying for funding and how Greeks
are supposed to receive University
funding. Every organization that wishes
to apply for funding must be recognized
by CUSG.
The first thing that must be done
is that a purpose, president and advisor
for the organization must be determined
and submitted to the Organizations
Director.
Then a constitution needs to' be
drafted by those wishing to start the
organization that fully explains the process and procedure that the group will
follow.
The Organizations Director then
approves or disapproves the group.
After being recognized, all organi-

zations are eligible to apply for the yearly operational funding, and appointment
based non-operational and emergency
funding. This is true for all groups
except social Greek organizations.
When asked where it states in
the Student Handbook or Student
Government Bylaws that social Greeks
are not allowed to apply for Greek funding, the response from senior officials in
Student Government leaders is that "it is
an implicit assumption that we made as
Student Government."
What this means is that Student
Government is not allowing individual recognized Greek organizations to
apply for funding because a non-recognized Greek oversight group called
Greek Life already gets funding.
For the record, Greek Life is not
an officially recognized and is technically ineligible to receive funding from
Student Government, yet this year alone
they were granted an operating budget
of $34,500.
Greek Life uses this funding for a
variety of programs including Greek
101 and other educational programs for
all Greek organizations, but all of this
money is completely budgeted and used
by Greek Life.
The rationalization for Greeks not
being able to apply for money from student government is that they are allowed
to apply for funding from Greek Life,
money that is never available for these
recognized organizations.
Many non-Greeks state that Greek

organizations already have a huge budget due to the dues that they collect.
For independents, here is the standard breakdown of how dues are used.
If a Greek organization was to
charge $300 for dues; $120 would go
to National dues, $150 would go to
insurance, and $30 would go towards
operating costs for the local chapter and
honoraria.
On top of this, Greek organizations
are required to make a donation to their
philanthropy each year.
When Greeks hold philanthropy
events each year they must not only
make enough money to make their
donation to the National philanthropy,
but also enough money to cover the
whole operating costs of the event.
What this means is that Greeks
are told they are recognized organizations under CUSG, they are ineligible
for funding requests because a nonrecognized organization which gives
individual Greeks no money is actually
given money.
Then when a Greek wants to hold
an event, they are ineligible to apply for
the exact type of money which all other
organizations apply for because they are
already "funded."
Student government is reviewing the current policy for how Greeks
receive funding and if any students
wish to have any input on the process
they should contact JT Clark or Monica
Ryskamp the respective incoming Vice
President and Treasurer.

student bonus cash
EXCLUSIVE

OFFER

Additional savings just for college and trade school
students, recent grads and grad students

LOUISE GOODMAN
STAFF WRITER

Clemson University has a longstanding tradition of using animals in various
research projects. While this may be
reason for controversy, the University is
dedicated to making sure all certain organizations approve all use of animals.
The Office of Research Compliance
(ORQ oversees three committees that
are in place to ensure proper research is
conducted at the University. The committees, with offices located in Brackett
Hall in the middle of campus, include
Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC), the Institutional
Biosafety Committee (IBC) and the
Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Research proposals, sent by
University personnel, are sent through
these committees to ensure that Clemson
research facilities health and safety conditions are up to standard; and to
Clemson University is also accredited by non-required animal care and
research programs such as the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of
Laboratory Animal Care International.
AAALAC accreditation means Clemson
University research facilities go above

and beyond the legally mandated regulations.
All research conducted by any scientist on any level that involves animals
must first be accredited by Foundation
for Biomedical Research (FBR).
According to its Web site, FBR is the
oldest and largest organization dedicated
to "improving human and animal health
by promoting public understanding and
support for the humane and responsible
use of animals."
The FBR must declare that research
conducted with animals serves the purpose of prolonging the average human
life span in the by about 30 years through
the development of vaccines, pacemakers, organ transplants, antibiotics and
anesthetics.
IACUC is responsible for reviewing animal protocols, monitoring animal
care in institutions and evaluating the
research facilities that use animals. Any
concerns about animal care or use in an
institution would also be responded to by
the IACUC.
Beginning July 2008 a newly enacted law will require all animal researchers
to go through an updated training process
to ensure that University-owned animals
are handled ethically and responsibly.

Looking for a house to rent?

Your search is over!
Slann Properties:
- specializes in rental homes that are close
to campus (from 1/4 to 3 miles)
- has 2,3 and 4 bedroom rentals available
in May and August
- includes a washer and dryer and a
dishwasher in all houses
- treats you with respect and focuses on
keeping you happy
Check out our web site and
make an appointment to see
a home today.

SLANN

PROPERTIES

shelley@slannproperties.com
408 College Ave Clemson, SC 29631
www.slannproperties.com654-1007

LONG TIME, NO SEE???

m
See Web sile (or S500 Student Bonus Cash Official Program Rules - www.FordDrivesU.com/College.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER THE FORD DRIVES U: TO THE "REEL" WORLD SWEEPSTAKES. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the 48 contiguous United States and
District of Columbia who are at least 18 years of age and currently enrolled as a part-time or full-time student at a nationally accredited U.S. college or university and possess a valid U.S.
driver's license. Sweepstakes commences at 12:00:01 PM on March 15,2008 and ends at 11:59:59 PM on December 31,2008. Sweepstakes is subject to Official Rules. For complete prize
descriptions and approximate retail values or to obtain Official Rules, log onto www.FordDrivesU.com/College. VOID IN ALASKA AND HAWAII AND WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW.
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We have a full line of
intimate apparel, bath and
body, jewelry, sleepwear,
and more.
Items from Betsey Johnson,
Hanky Panky, Juicy
Couture, MOR Cosmetics,
and Spanx, just to name a
few!
Bra fit specialists on staff
everyday - sizes A-J!
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IS WHERE YOU NEED TO BE!!!
COME SEE ONE OF OUR
CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS TODAY!
(LOCATED IN GATEWAY PLAZA, BESIDE JITTERY JOE'S)

,*•*"*""'
85C)!( Clemson • Hwy. Seneco, SC 29672
1085T>ld
864-654-1044
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379 OLD GRCCNVILLt HIGHWAY
CLLMSON. SC 29631
864-654-2918
HTTry/CLUBSANYTlME.COM/CLEMSONSC/
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classification
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Creek Life
700 Lost & Found
800Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Reliable wait staff needed. Cross
Creek Plantation Clubhouse. Contact
Al Shadwick (864) 324-2003 or
al@netmds.com.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure &
water'sports. Great Summer!
Call (888) 844-8080,
apply: campcedar.com.
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www.AdCarClub.com
SUMMER WORK
Excellent Pay!
Flexible Schedules Start now or after
finals Customer Sales/Service
No Experience Necessary
All Majors Welcome
All ages 17+. conditions apply CALL
(864) 288-4020.

200

lice Telephone He

FOR SALE

A set of 10,000 Watt HID's (Deep
Blue) for sale, comes with mounting
brackets and all wires. It is the HI
fitment, can go on a Honda Accord
and various other cars. Never used,
call (757) 675-2974.

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

Payment Methods

HARTS COVE UNIT FOR RENT 3
BR/3 BA - $1100 per Month.
Second Story End Unit Next to Clubhouse. Great Location Close to Campus.
Call (843) 290-5020 - Ask for Lidia.

Apartments for rent, close to
campus. 1 and 2 bedrooms
start at $335/monfh and up.
Call (864) 653-7717,
(864)654-1130,
(864) 710-3363 after hours.

Hart's Cove 3 BR/3 BA lakeside.
Available May, August or January.
$375/month/room.
Call Nancy at (864) 525-0961.

300

Hart's Cove 3 BR/ 3 BA part
furnished. $1125/month.
2nd Floor, lake and campus views.
Call John (202) 531-7280.

CRAWFORD FALLS and
HIGHPOINTE FOR RENT NEXT
YEAR 2008-2009 2 Condo's in
Crawford Falls 1 Condo in Highpointe New Development
Kim Drake (864) 246-9998.
Great 1 BR APT for sublease in
Berkeley place. Close to campus,
Furnished, Bed, big modern kitchen
and den area. 3rd floor vaulted ceiling, no other roommates unless your
friend rents out one of the rooms.
Available both summer sessions. $435
OBO. (843) 708-8537

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
Country Home for College Students.
Private area. 4 BR/3 BA, 2 fireplaces,
Mostly furnished. $1200/month,
utilities not included. Yard is
maintained. No pets.
Call (864) 304-2925.

New house for rent in Clemson.
2 BR/ 2BA with laundry and
dishwasher. $775/month, available
August 2008. hueyrem@nctv.com or
(864) 650-0702.

Students:

Cash, Check

Presario xlOOO series Laptop: model
xl030us. Has centrino processor,
wireless & bluetooth. ATI mobility
Raedon 9200 card/motherboard not
working, no hard drive, but everything else works and laptop is in good
condition. Will provide the original
CDs for laptop at no extra charge.
Good for spare parts or just something to rebuild; this may be what you
need. Selling for $250 or better offer.
Call Lonita at (864) 858-4523 for
more information.

FOR RENT

lassified Ad Rate

Deadline

'lace a Classified.

3 BR/2 BA town house for rent.
1200 square feet, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher included
$580 per month
call (864) 647-6462.
Lake House on Hartwell with dock.
Beautifully furnished.
Views of campus over lake.
5 BR. No pets/ no smoking.
(404) 579-0961.
Available August.
Clemson house for rent.
3BR/1BA. Large yard, Jacuzzi tub.
$l,195/mth. (864)506-4091.

Clemson House for Rent 3BR 1.5 BA, pool table, fenced
back yard, deck, all appliances are
provided, available 8/1/08 contact
James (770) 312-6659.
University Place near campus
and downtown, 4 BR - 2 Bath,
Fully furnished and
immaculate condition.
Available August 2008, $800 a
month. Washer and Dryer, Dishwasher, Fridge, Microwave, Heating & Air,
Private Deck. Desks, Dressers, and
Beds in each room. (770) 331-2775.
ONE MONTH FREE RENT Till-'
man Place 4 BR / 2 BA, Walking
distance to campus, pool, & volleyball. Available May 2008 @ $1000
per month. First month rent free if
leased before May 1st. Contact Jason
at (703) 861-7525 or jwinsten®
gmail.com.

2BR APT. In Converted Church.
2BR/1BA, Stain Glass,
Pine Floors, Close To Seneca/
Clemson. NS/NP.
Avail. Now. $465/mo. & Deposit.
Ap/ref Required.
David (828) 273-3765.

350 ROOMMATES
RENTING AN AWESOME DANIEL SQUARE TOWNHOUSE
- LOOKING FOR FEMALE
ROOMMATE(S) TO SHARE, beginning August. (336) 688-1966.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
starting summer or fall. N/S, female,
no pets. $450/month, utilities included. 1 mile from campus.
Fort Hill Commons.
Call (843) 729-1136.

700 LOST & FOUND
Lost black cat around Clemson Place.
Reward if found. Please call Ashley at
(864) 884-5474.

850

TRAVEL

RetreatMyrtleBeach.com
Spring Break/Grad Week.
(800) 645-3618. Visit us at myspace.
com/retreatmyrtlebeach.
$100 and up for the week!

Are Y&w Living
All-inclusive rent includes electricity, water,
wireless internet and cable with HBO*
Spacious 2- & 3- bedroom plans
Lease by the Bed

3 FT

2 swimming pools | Basketball, tennis and volleyball courts
Game room with pool table and fireplace
Lounge with fireplace | Tanning
2 car wash areas | Garages and storage units
available | Private patio/balcony with storage
Computer lab with printer | Fully-equipped kitchen
Washer & dryer | Ceiling fan & fireplace*
Select Apartments

AT CROSS CREEK
iJtot^SLr

100 Cross Creek Court | Central, SC 29630
Toll Free: 877-676-09001 www.thesummitatcrosscreek.com

PERSPECTIVES

SECTION
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SPEAKING OUT
What role should religion
play in politics?

"Every politician
has their own
religion but I don't
think it should
play a part of their
decision making.
I don't think they
should use religion
to make decisions
for other people."
2 ieth Borders
accounting
junior
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"1 think religion
should play
a relatively
substantial role."

It turns out that talking about faith isn't a complete waste of time.

Jordan Grig; s
finance
senior

"I don't think
it should play a
large roll because
this country is a
melting pot of all
kinds of religion."

Laura Tscholl
business management
freshman

"It should play a
large role because
it will affect the
decisions that
politician will
make."

Justine Cravino
physics
sophomore

"It has no place in
politics."

Patrick Brownson
civil engineering
sophomore

"There are too
many religions
for it to be a
positive thing.
It would create
too much
conflict"

Jake Bobb
packaging science
junior

A night of hot-blooded compassion
There's a recession just above our heads.
Our military is engaged in war on two
fronts, and there are human rights abuses
from Gitmo to Darfur to Tibet.
So it's easy to wonder why the Democratic
presidential candidates took time on Sunday
night to discuss matters of religion and faith. But
despite some insipid questions and meandering
answers, the discussion produced a few fruitful
ideas.
Messiah College in Grantham, Pa., hosted
The Compassion Forum — an interview session
with Sens. Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama
that delved into faith, creationism, science,
AIDS, teen pregnancy and other topics. Sen.
John McCain decided not to attend. The forum
was sponsored by Oxfam America, the ONE
campaign and Faith in Public Life.
It wasn't a debate in the sense that Clinton
and Obama did not respond to each other's comments directly. Each candidate was given equal
time to answer questions from two interviewers
and members of the audience, which included
pastors, ministers, rabbis and faith-based charity
leaders.
Clinton chose to run the gauntlet first and
was asked questions the interviewers called
"deeply personal." She spoke of God's grace as
being a "gift of grace" which has sustained her
throughout her life. Clinton said that faith "is
everything that makes life and its purpose meaningful as a human being."
After waxing poetic on her relationship with
God, Clinton was asked about her decision-making process when it applies to life-or-death situations like torture, genocide and abortion. Clinton
replied that her decisions are made through
prayer, immersing herself in relevant information and incorporating dissenting viewpoints.
She was also asked whether life begins at
conception, and she replied that the potential
for life begins at conception, adding that it is
not only the new potential life which needs to
be considered, but other lives affected by it as
well. Clinton used this as support for her stance
to keep abortion legal, safe and rare, while also
finding ways to minimize teen pregnancies.
Clinton landed a colossal question that philosophical types have pondered for centuries, and
she was given about 30 seconds to answer it. She
was asked the classic "problem of evil" question.
That is, "Why do you think a loving God allows
innocent people to suffer?"
She dodged it expertly, saying that she can't
wait to ask God when she sees him, and that the
existence of suffering is a "call to action" for
people to respond to that suffering. It's certainly
a legitimate question at this kind of forum.
After all, if a theistic God does exist, then the
*»*«». *.».«» «IVII«tt«««t*t

presence of suffering in the world is something
it foreordained, something it knows perfectly
and created out of its own will. If that's the case,
then there are plenty of red-flag questions about
faith which follow.
How deserving of worship is a deity who
foreordained the Holocaust, famine and disease
when it had the power to not create those things
at all? Do such maladies exist as a test to other
humans to respond, and, if. so, is that enough to
justify their existence?
Clinton's interview closed with her warning
against complacency in faith, in people feeling
that their religion gives them all the answers.
Instead, we should approach our faith with
humility and continue searching ourselves and
our faith, she said.
Then it was Obama's turn to answer similar
questions. He was asked, like Clinton, whether
or not life begins at conception. He said he
didn't think he could ever answer that question
because of the complexity of cell formation and
other factors.
Obama responded to questions about AIDS
and teen pregnancy intervention by advocating
abstinence programs and age-appropriate education on sex education, STIs, etc. He also stressed
the importance of realizing that kids are prone to
making mistakes which lead to things like teen
pregnancy and that such education programs can
help to minimize those mistakes.
Clinton wasn't the only recipient of inane
questions. Obama was asked about, believe it
or not, young earth creationism. He said the
dispute between fundamentalists and non-fundamentalists was legitimate within the Christian
community. He also said that he didn't interpret
Genesis literally, that he believes in evolution
and that he doesn't consider faith and science to
be incompatible.
Obama was asked about climate change
from an audience member and answered that his
faith has taught him to take an "intergenerational
view" on the matter, stressing that we need to
take initiative so that our children and grandchildren don't inherit our problems.
The interviewers also questioned Obama on
his study of Isiam in his early life in Indonesia.
He said his experiences with the tolerant, moderate brand of Islam there taught him that "[Islam]
can be a partner with the Christian and Jewish
and Hindu and Buddhist faiths in trying to create
a better world."
He also addressed questions about the Office
of Faith-Based Initiatives which began in the
Bush administration. He said, if elected, he plans
to keep that office open while making sure that
it is not exclusive to a particular faith and is consistent with the Constitution. He said that faith

communities can be a valuable asset in lifting up
people in poverty, but that the office should not
be in place so particular groups can evangelize.
Finally, Obama was asked, similar to Clinton,
whether or not faith and religion have too strong
a presence in the public sphere. His response was
perhaps the most worthwhile idea which arose
from an otherwise dissatisfying forum.
"What religious language can often do is
allow us to get outside of ourselves and mobilize
around a common good," said Obama. "On the
other hand, what those of us of religious faith
have to do when we're in the public square is to
translate our language into a universal language
that can appeal to everybody."
This point is especially important. If the
public discourse between people of different
religions (or lack thereof) is to continue in a
civil, productive way then we've got to establish
terms that we can all understand and relate too,
no matter our faith or philosophy.
He ended with a warning that echoed the
one given by Clinton at the end of her interview.
"The biggest danger, I think, for those of us of
religious faith when we're in the public sphere
is a certain self-righteousness, where we start
thinking that, 'Well, you know, I've got a direct
line to God.' You know, that is incompatible with
democracy."
While The Compassion Forum had absurd
questions about religious belief which should
not, given our Constitution, have any bearing
whatsoever on a political leader's credentials, it
was surprisingly enlightening. The candidate's
responses often fostered ideas of religious tolerance, compatibility of religion and science, the
virtues of faith communities in helping the less
fortunate and the dangers of religious fervor in
the public sphere.
Thankfully, the forum was not restricted
to some of the purely personal (and irrelevant) questions about the candidates' beliefs.
Clinton and Obama's responses laid groundwork
for understanding religion as a catalyst for
social responsibility and appropriate, productive
debate.
However, as the candidates noted, this is
possible only when people of faith are willing
to see science and religion as compatible, when
they are willing to check self-righteousness at
the door, when they are willing to use their faith
as a source for enacting positive change in the
world for others, regardless of those people's
ideas about God.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may riot represent the individual
view of any particular member.
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The girl and the video camera
It's time to take a stand against our apathy.

DAMON ANDREWS

Columnist
As we wander through our college years, we seek to unify
with those who are like us,
rectify the problems that trouble us
and simplify the complicated world
around us. The purpose we have
upon entering college is very different from the purpose we have when
we walk across the stage at graduation. Yet all the while, as we try
to establish the common bond, our
views and beliefs are so staggeringly
different that we lack the similar
ground to make true progress.
We lack the adhesive that has
made so many other American generations greater than us. The greatest of
all time, the World War II generation,
had the hopes and dreams of a better
world to which everyone grasped
onto as they said bedtime prayers for
peace at night. The peace movements
of the 1960s and non-violent protests

for civil rights put our violence and
demand for our desires to an embarrassing shame. We disgrace those
who have given their life for a better
America by killing in the name of
online Web postings, and we have set
a dangerous precedent for those who
will follow behind us.
A person could argue that the
events of September 11, 2001 have
united Americans for a common
cause. However, the call for freedom and patriotism has since been
whisked away and put to rest with
the ashes of the Twin Towers. The
homogeneous mixture that was the
American people in the 9/11 aftermath has now been stratified. But
even worse, that layered mixture is
solidifying, now requiring a catalyst
to blend all races, tongues and beliefs
once again. But what is that catalyst
— a president? A tragedy?A war?
Our generation is driven the endless pursuit of instant gratification.
We seek to satisfy our desires instantly, without realizing the consequences of the long term effects. We have
been charged with the responsibility
of saving the world, yet all we seem
to be doing is prolonging the inevita-

ble death of species worldwide with
our measures to abate the problems
at hand rather than solving them
entirely. In the long run, however,
our efforts are moot and we only
exacerbate the exact problems which
we have tried to eradicate.
We are in the early stages of
entering a vicious cycle of solutions
to problems which require more solutions which lead to more problems.
Transportation was made easy by the
internal combustion engine.
Automobiles seemed to be the
answer for everything, yet now we
find ourselves under the daunting
cloud of smoke and haze from the
emissions that we produce. We find
our economy at the mercy of OPEC.
Global warming is already taking a
grasp on life on Earth. Many people
fail to realize that humans are only a
thin hair-width segment in the timeline of our planet and that we cannot
sustain ourselves forever. Nature was
here before we were, and it will continue to thrive long after we leave,
repairing the damage we have done.
The question then becomes in the
dark unknown of the future, just how
deep does the rabbit hole go?

The Olympic Games, once the
event which could unify all nations
under the five rings of competition,
now only breed protests and terrorism, scandal and unfair advantages.
The symbol of longevity, the Olympic
torch, has had attempts placed upon
it to be extinguished. The bedrocks
of tradition and humanity are being
replaced by the greed and egos of
rulers and nations who can only
envision the lives of their countrymen until their rule ends.
Recently in Florida, six teenage girls brutally assaulted a fellow female cheerleader for posting
something negative about them on
her Web site. The girls will be tried
as adults, along with the two boys
who stood guard to watch for anyone
who might be coming to the house
where the assault took place. When
the parents of one of the indicted
girls were interviewed, a mother of
one of the girls said that her daughter
shouldn't receive the same punishment as the other girls because her
daughter merely held the video camera and didn't actually assault the
girl. In hearing this, I became sick to
my stomach that a parent could be so

blinded and so ignorant.
It has been said that all it takes
for evil to triumph is for good men
to stand by and act indifferently. The
girl holding the video camera acted
without sympathy, without compassion and without regard for another
human being. Had the girls really
thought of the long-term effects of
what their actions might lead to, they
probably would not have acted with
the violence which they did. But the
short term gratification outweighed
the long-term consequences.
Let this be a parallel of the direction we are headed. As malnutrition and hunger grow exponentially
worldwide, we still shop with eyes
which are larger than our stomachs.
We consume beyond our needs. As
we leave college, leave Clemson, I
urge everyone to not hold the video
camera. Don't stand by and remain
silent in the face of evil. If we, the
future, don't take a stand to ensure
prosperity for our nation and our
earth, who will?
DAMON ANDREWS is a senior majoring
in mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to letters@TneTigerNews.com.

PAWS UP. PAWS DOWN
Police are searching for a man accused, of shoving an
electric guitar in his pants and walking out of a store
in Lewiston, Maine.

Disagree with one of these writers?

More than a thousand barbecue fara
grilled 12 tons (26,400 lbs) of beef on Sunday, setting a new Guinness world record.

for opinions, send an e-mail to

A New York artist, Spencer Tunick, is gathering 2,008
nude soccer fans in a Viennese stadium that will later
host the Euro 2008 tournament finals.
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Dear Editor,

Workers at a Russian car wash found a diamond
pendant while cleaning out a vacuum cleaner. The
pendant is worth about $500,000.

A Boston priest apologized in court last week for
stalking Conan O'Brien and his family, vowing to
stay away from the comedian's home and office for
two years.

Political Cartoon
PATRICK BROWNSON

After Ubama's""
"elitist" comments,
Pennsylvania reacts

The strongest arguments stand on their
own and not at the expense of others. The
masters in landscape architecture is pleased
and proud of the English department's
accomplishments and we honestly respect
your concerns and issues with University
administration. You seem to be an earnest
and passionate student; your article was a
demonstration of your ambitions for yourself,
the English department and Clemson. The
strength of your argument can stand on its
own and does not need to be at the expense
of others. Be pleased that Clemson has a
diverse field of research that, rather then
detracting from your accomplishments
makes this university a richer and more
unique place. Unfortunately you have failed
to understand landscape architecture's role
and value in both an academic environment
and the world at large. Shrubbery (bushes)
would be more closely aligned with
horticulture, while the focus and objectives
of this department are not simply limited to
landscaping materials. It is the manifestation
of Landscape Architecture that has created
the places you enjoy, whether that is Central
Park, New York City or Main Street,
Clemson. Like you, we do not currently
have a Ph.D. program, but our MLA
degree is dedicated to understanding the
problems and proposing solutions to issues
that affect us all. The school of landscape
architecture addresses the challenges of
sustainability, auto-dependency, healthy
communities, globalization and crosscultural collaboration. Current projects
include countless sites throughout South
Carolina dedicated to design solutions like
urban revitalization or historic preservation.
Additionally, the department is currently

working on preserving the Egyptian
pyramids and redesigning the urban fabric
around archeological sites throughout Egypt.
Students have also collaborated with the
United Nations on Pakistan's earthquake
redevelopment projects. I am sure you
realize that this isn't accomplished by simply
placing a few attractive shrubs. We dedicate
a tremendous amount of our time to this
degree and our success is accomplished
through hard work, design, research, cultural
sensitivity and lots of writing. Landscape
architecture is not well known or understood
but we are addressing issues that affect
us all; therefore, please do not perpetuate
misconceptions and devalue our efforts. The
masters in landscape architecture would like
to invite you to come and visit us on a tour of
our program. I would be more then happy to
include your lunch in this invitation.
Sincerely,
Bridget Gilles
Graduate Student

Letters should be no longer than 400
words. Feedbackfrom our Web site may also be
considered for publication. Submissions must
include the author's name, number (or e-mail
address), hometown, class and major. All submissions will be checked for authenticity and
may be edited for clarity and grammar. Space
considerations may result in submissions being
heldfor later publication. THE TIGER reserves
the right to print or edit all submissions.
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A new hope for Cuba

SENIOR STAFF

How the U.S. can bring a changing nation forward.

STEPHEN PINEROS

Columnist

It has been almost two months
since 81-year-old Fidel Castro
resigned as president of Cuba.
His successor is his own brother, 76year-old Raul Castro who has been the
interim president since Fidel fell sick
in 2006. Of course, the question that
looms over national and foreign heads
is will Raul be a reactionary leader
or a reformer? Early indications have
been mixed.
The Bush administration, which
has stuck hard to the United States'
trade embargo imposed 46 years ago,
thinks Raul will offer little change.
As State Department spokesman Tom
Casey put it the day Fidel resigned,
Raul is nothing more than "dictatorlite." The administration hopes that
this period under Raul will be one of
transition, but doubts that any major
steps towards ending the communist
regime will occur.
Wary of Raul's still Marxist ideology, the Bush administration has
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Running six rants
demeaning to
women's personal
choice last week
paints a grim picture
for feminism in
Clemson.
Unnecessary drama is
stupid.
Beer bellies on
Clemson men are not
acceptable. Shape up,
boys!

stated it will not lift the trade embargo. While candidates John McCain
and Hillary Clinton speak of change
for Cuba, they too favor a hard line
towards a political relationship with
Cuba. Only Barack Obama encourages normal relations with Raul-led
Cuba and easing the embargo, provided Cuba makes democratic progression.
On the other hand, while Raul
proves to be an enigmatic figure,
he has already impressed changes
that Fidel never would have. Since
his brother took over Cuba in 1959,
Raul has been his military chief, the
one who ruthlessly enacted military
control. Yet he has been the one to
encourage a move towards capitalism
and easing repression of political dissidents. He was also the one who convinced Fidel to allow limited foreign
investment in the '90's, a change that
has made tourism a $2-billion-a-year
industry for Cuba. Since 2006, he has
also reduced the number of political
prisoners by 20 percent.
Since taking over, Raul the more
pragmatic, reform-minded brother has
allowed representatives of the United
Nations Human Rights Council to
come to Cuba next year to inspect its
infamous prisons and address its lack
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of free expression. In December, as
part of a pilot program, 3,000 households in the town of Las Guasimas
received microwaves, a luxury of the
Cuban rich. Four months later, their
popularity has led the government to
allow state-run stores, which make
up 90 percent of all stores, to sell
subsidized microwaves. There are
even plans to start selling computers
and DVD players, other luxuries now
allowed most Cubans. Unfortunately,
with a 408 peso ($20) average monthly salary, Cubans will be hard pressed
to afford the 2,000 peso ($90) appliances and most are expected to be
bought on credit.
Another luxury previously under
heavy restriction opening up this
month is cell phones. Although very
expensive, just this small change has
caused Raul's popularity to surge.
Because plans allow consumers to
make overseas calls, many Cubans are
buying in an attempt to more easily
communicate with family members
in the United States. While this progression is excellent for the future
of Cuba, now that Raul has eased his
brother's grip hold on society, the
question remains how will he respond
to further calls for reform?
No doubt, the United States will
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play a key role in aiding the move
towards democracy. There are several
ways it can do that, and since the Bush
administration remains conservative
on the issue, the responsibility will
fall on the next president. At the
center point of any policy is lifting
the trade embargo, which also forbids
travel to Cuba. For many Cubans, this
would mean rights to trade, invest,
travel and have businesses, all rights
taken for granted in the United States.
The most important benefit, travel,
would allow Americans visitors to
cultivate freedoms tied to democracy.
Especially beneficial would be the
return of Cuban-Americans who could
vouch for a superior government.
Obama himself has promised to
allow Cuban-Americans to travel if
he becomes president. If the embargo
is not lifted, the United States risks
alienating more Cubans and strengthening Fidel supporters, thereby pushing the government towards the open
arms of leftist China and Venezuela.
As Cuba moves away from a halfcentury of repression, it is paramount
that the United States opens itself to
influence the fledgling society.
STEPHEN PINEROS is a junior majoring
in history. E-mail comments to letters©
TheTigerNews.com.
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Untapped Potential
Is the Calhoun Honors College as honorable as it can be?

KEVIN NIEHAUS

Columnist

I am proud to be a member of Clemson's
Calhoun Honors College. I love the people
associated with the college, I love the perks I
receive from it, and most of all I've enjoyed my
honors classes. However, while moving forward
here in my career at Clemson, I've noticed a
problem with the college. In saying this, I do not
want to burn any bridges; however, Clemson's
Calhoun Honors College is simply not meeting my expectations of what an honors college
should be.
An honors college should be a place where
students are prepared to apply for prestigious
academic awards (i.e. Rhodes Scholarships) and
admissions to top-notch graduate programs and
medical schools. The honors college at Clemson
should be a hub of student activity, where students are constantly interacting to bring bigger and better things and people to Clemson
University. It should be a collaboration of the
greatest minds we have here at Clemson.
Clemson's Calhoun Honors College doesn't
meet these standards, and I don't think the reasons are all that difficult to uncover.
I think the'largest problem %virh'the horioYs

college at Clemson is that when it comes down
to it, rather than being a collaboration of students
and faculty to work toward the greater good of
Clemson, being in the honors' college often just
boils down to two things: keeping your GPA
above 3.4 and trying to find an honors class to
squeeze into your semester during registration
periods.
While I like the idea of having to keep a certain GPA to stay in the honors college, the idea of
trying to fit an honors class into a schedule each
semester is enough to infuriate anyone. I have
frequently had trouble doing so, and the problem
stems from the fact that there just simply aren't
enough honors classes available to students.
I understand that it would be impossible to
offer Clemson students all the honors classes
they need, and I realize that the honors college
has attempted to alleviate the problem with the
use of the honors contract, but even the honors
contract is a weak solution to the greater problem. The honors contract is simply the university's way of saying "We don't know what to do to
make you an honors student, so here, go give this
to a teacher and do a little extra work in a class
and we'll call you an honors student."
The other problem with the contract is that
it does not specify what is considered honors
work. I don't even have to give examples of the
possibilities that could lead to.Once you get past
the idea of finding an honors class each semester,
cruise'sopplementing it»with art honors contract.

the honors college at Clemson becomes more or
less non-existent to its students.
Clemson's honors students, aside from receiving free tickets from time to time, and aside from
the Thursday e-mails we receive (which really
are quite helpful), don't interact with the honors
college during the semester. The proof of the
honors college's relative invisibility lies in its
students' preparation for scholarship applications as well as graduate program applications.
It would be rare, very rare indeed, for a student
in the Calhoun Honors College to go to the college in search of help for these applications.
Instead, what you are more likely to see are
the students turning toward their faculty and
staff in their respective majors because of the
large degree of interaction. Obviously, the idea
of using faculty in your major to help you apply
for grad school makes sense, because they've
been there before and they have all the. contacts
and know-how, but I would hope the honors college would find a way to supplement this.
Honestly, Clemson's honors college has the
opportunity to be so much more. More than free
tickets and Holmes Hall, more than Thursday emails and honors classes, the honors college has
a chance to bring together some great minds.
Instead of becoming a "Top 20 university,"
let's try working on that, shall we?
KEVIN NIEHAUS is a sophomore
in English. E-mail commemsjo letters®
TlwTigerNews.com.
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Leggett brawls with entire team, wins Cabrera's
appetite
dooms
Detroit
Clemson skipper pummels all 31 members of the baseball squad.

DANIEL TAYLOR
SPORTS EDITOR

The Clemson community remains in shock after a brawl between the university's baseball team
and its Head Coach Jack Leggett.
The altercation left 28 players injured and three missing.
Only
Coach Leggett emerged unscathed
in the scuffle.
During warm-ups for the bottom of the fourth inning, Leggett,
apparently already irate with the
homeplate umpire, took further
frustrations out on his team when
they were "lolly-gaggin"' the ball
around the infield. An angry Leggett
stormed the field, and a 15-minute
melee ensued, in which player after
player fell to Leggett's haymakers.
In a brilliant piece of strategy,
Leggett saved catcher Doug Hogan
for last in the fray, reasoning that
the heavily armored senior would
be the hardest to take down. For a
few tense seconds, Leggett and Hogan stared down one another just
a few feet apart, reminiscent of a
Wild West showdown. Yet with
30 of his teammates littering Tiger Field after Leggett's relentless
wake, Hogan decided to take flight
— climbing over the right field

RYAN
LAUNIUS
staff
writer

and the like, his Gators actually
won games. At Carolina, Spurrier
really didn't even have the record to fall back on. Instead, the
only outstanding achievement
the South Carolina football team
has under their belts is an arrest
record that would put the NFL to
shame.
But this fall, things are going
to change. Spurrier has vowed to
improve his team's image, even
if he can't improve their performance. "I've just had enough.
You can't expect to win here and
have a respectable team at the
same time," said Spurrier. When
he figured he couldn't win with a
group of delinquents, he may as
well lose with a group of upright
student-athletes.
Highly-touted quarterback
prospect Stephen Garcia is of special interest to Spurrier. "He's a
big-time quarterback. I was a bigtime quarterback. I can relate."
Ever since his arrival to campus, Garcia has struggled to see
eye to eye with Columbia law enforcement. In February of 2007,
he was accused of public drunkenness after being confronted by
the police near a club. Two weeks
later, before even throwing a pass
in a Gamecock uniform, the Tampa native was accused of keying a
professor's car.

The Detroit Tigers have had the
worst start of any major league baseball team this season despite having
three different batting champions
present in their lineup. The pitching
has been atrocious, and the projected
best lineup in baseball has scored the
fewest runs in the majors.
But how did this happen? The
Tigers were the sexiest of all playoff picks. Analysts loved their young
pitching coupled with some of the
greatest hitters in the game. Detroit
managed to start the season with seven
straight losses and currently sits eight
games under .500 despite being the
most talented team in their division.
At first glance, I believed that the
Tigers just could not pull their season
together. Maybe they have too much
talent, or too many egos, or too high
expectations. But upon delving further into the mess that is Detroit's
2008 season, I discovered a darklykept secret that will disturb me for
years to come.
Upon entering the Detroit locker
room, I discovered an abnormally
thin and scared Edgar Renteria rocking back and forth in a fetal position. I found this odd as Renteria is
normally a jovial and upbeat player,
yet today he was avoiding eye contact
with me. It was then that I felt a gust
of wind and looked down to find that
my bagged lunch I was carrying had
somehow disappeared.
Edgar immediately looked at me
almost sympathetically and meekly
stated, "It was him...Miguel Cabrera."
Something seemed to click with
me right there and then. The problem
with the Tigers has not had anything to
do with media pressure, or the existing egos or even the ages of the players. No, it seemed that every problem
could be traced back to the aggressive
eating habits of Miguel Cabrera.
After coming to my realization, I
began to question Gary Sheffield, who
was the only player who was not in
some form of a catatonic state. Gary
was quoted as saying, "[Cabrera] arrived to spring training and everyone
was excited to meet him and have him
on our team. But that's when he start-

see COCKS page C3

see FAMINE page C4

Fifty-four-year-old Jack Leggett (No. 7, pictured center) fearlessly takes on his team made up of fit, 18-22 year-olds.
Leggett admitted his knuckles were a bit sore after the fight. Twenty eight players were hospitalized.
wall and swimming down the river
to safety. Hogan's whereabouts remain unknown.
After the largest on-field fight
since the Carolina-Clemson foot-

ball game in 2005, many demanded
Leggett's immediate release. However, Athletic Director Terry Don
Phillips hesitated to call for the
axe. "I'm not condoning what Jack

[Leggett] did," said Phillips. "But
we still have 20 games left, and he's
the only person on this campus with
a baseball uniform and in condition
see MELEE page C5

USC football making the world a better place
Steve Spurrier, Ric Flair and Lou Holtz bring in massive reforms.
BRANDON BOATWRIGHT that resulted in lawsuits, arrests
STAFF WRITER
It finally happened. Hell has
frozen over, and the South Carolina Gamecocks are trading in
their black and white stripe prison
uniforms for an even uglier color
combination of black and garnet
for a change. As spring football
draws to a close, USC Head
Coach Steve Spurrier has turned
over a new leaf and has instilled
a new approach into his formerly
delinquent football program for
the fall.
"Well, since I've come here,
I never really thought much
about the football program," said
Spurrier. "I've mainly just been
concerned with my golf game and
haven't really paid much attention
to the off-the-field stuff y'all keep
talking about."
But, after numerous criminal
allegations have accumulated over
the Holtz-Spurrier era,, the Brad
Scott era, and every other era in
Carolina football, Coach Spurrier
has finally decided enough is
enough. "I shot a 93 the other day
and I just gave up on golf, I'm too
old for that." With his attention
now turned to the football program, Spurrier realized just how
bad things had gotten.
During his tenure at Florida,
Spurrier hardly had to worry
about team discipline. Despite
several extracurricular activities

A proud, poorly dressed Carolina fan roots on his Gamecocks.

TIGER SCHEDULE
BASEBALL

WOMEN'S ROWING

MEN'S TRACK

Friday-Sunday
4/18-20
Duke
7 p.m. (Fri.)
2 p.m. (Sat.)
1 p.m. (Sun.)
Durham, N.C.

Saturday 4/19
ACC Championships
9 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Friday-Saturday 4/18-19
ACC Outdoor
Championships
TBA
. Atlanta, Ga.
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WOMEN'S TRACK
Friday-Saturday 4/18-19
ACC Outdoor
Championships
TBA
Atlanta, Ga.
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MEN'S TENNIS
Friday-Sunday
4/18-20
ACC Tournament
All Day
Orlando, Fla.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Friday-Sunday
4/18-20
ACC Championships
All Day
Altamonte Springs, Fla.
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Clemson remains
Nation shocked: Tribble
undefeated in
Reese selected as No. 1 pick
annual Spring Game
After phenomenal performance in Clemson Sons Bowl,
Clemson's backup QB is taken first overall by the Dolphins.

Despite doubts, the Tigers maintain
their perfect record. They are now an
unfathomable 57-0 all-time in Spring ball.
SARAH PORRI
STAFF WRITER
Last weekend, the Clemson Tigers won their spring football game
decisively. This keeps up the trend
of undefeated spring games for the
Tigers in all years past. A crowd of
25,000 fans gathered together to
watch players clad in all sorts of
colors from solid purple to solid orange to a mixture of the two. Some
were even dressed in white.
Quarterbacks Cullen Harper
and Willy Korn led the offensive
charge on Saturday afternoon.
Harper was 13-18 passing with two
touchdowns and Korn was 14-25
with one touchdown.
"I think it's important to always open the season with a win,"
said Coach Tommy Bowden. "We
are very proud of our undefeated
record for the spring and look to
keep it that way."
Running back James Davis and
wide receiver Jacoby Ford were
absent from the game due to injury.
Davis is recovering from shoulder
surgery and Ford is out with a broken ankle.
Even without these top players
for Clemson, the Tigers still managed to come out on top. Eleven
sacks by the defense in total held
the Tigers to limited passing.

Sports media erupted this week as the Miami Dolphins selected their No. 1 pick of the 2008 NFL draft
early. Passing up all-world running back Darren McFadden and left tackle Jake Long, the Dolphins chose
Clemson's backup quarterback Tribble Reese, who preformed magnificently in the Clemson Sons Bowl. The
game, which is a flag football match featuring alumni
players, was held last weekend prior to the school's annual Spring game.
Reese completed nine of 12 passes for 153 yards,
including a 90-yard touchdown pass. The feat was phenomenal, however Reese only attempted eight passes
last season for the Tigers. "We aren't blaming the lack
of experience on him," said Bill Parcells, director of
football operations for the Dolphins. "Reese was playing behind a phenomenal quarterback in Cullen Harper,
who holds nearly every Clemson passing record. Playing behind next year's No. 1 draft pick doesn't mean
you're not a good quarterback." General Manager
Randy Mueller had further praise of Reese. "He was
just waiting for a chance to play," said Mueller. "Sure
it wasn't tackle [football], but they use the same ball,
don't they? I sure hope so — otherwise we're going to
really take some heat for this one."
Reese also contributed defensively to the White's
36-30 victory over the Orange. On the final play of the
game, Reese intercepted a pass in the end zone from
former NFL player Patrick Sapp. "We haven't ruled
out playing him both ways," said Dolphins Head Coach
Tony Sparano. "Think Deion Sanders, but better."
Reese becomes the first backup quarterback selected
from a school since Matt Cassel, Matt Leinart's backup
at Southern Cal, in the 2006 NFL draft.
Cassel was drafted 229 spots lower than Reese, going in.the seventh .round to New England.
The quick move by the Dolphins has generated

"It looked pretty bleak there for
awhile," said Korn. "But we managed to pull out the win."
Harper's two touchdowns, both
in the first half, helped out the Tigers get to a lead, but the real test
was holding that lead for the entire
game.
The young offensive line held
their positions and kept the Tigers
in a winning position the entire
game.
Paul Mako led the Tigers in
rushing with 10 carries and 36
yards. Tyler Grisham tried his hand
at passing and hit Xavier Dye for a
25-yard gain in the first quarter.
"Winning the spring game every year is a kind of Clemson tradition," said Bowden.
The Tigers took to the field on
Saturday unopposed and left the
field unopposed.
_jThis win sets up next years
2008-2009 season for the Tigers.
They can use the momentum from
this game to concentrate on Alabama next fall.
"I'm really impressed by today's performance and am looking
forward to building on this win for
next season," said Bowden.
The Clemson Tigers will be
back in action August 30 as they
travel to Atlanta to take on the Alabama Crimson Tide.
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some criticism from the fans, who believe they could
have picked up Reese in later rounds or even as a free
agent. "You don't play around the first pick in the
draft," said Mueller. "You can get cute and trade down,
but you risk everything. If your man is there, you take
him."
"I had him right behind Matt Ryan on my big board,"
said ESPN draft expert Mel Kiper, "but I didn't think
Reese would go so early. A lot of teams were hoping
to pick him up late in the first round. Hand it to the
Dolphins; they out-foxed everyone."
"Somewhere up there, Flipper is happily squeaking
his heart out," said former Dolphins star Dan Marino.
With Reese out of the draft pool, the St. Louis
Rams are looking at taking next best quarterback from
the Clemson Sons Bowl to eventually replace an aging
Marc Bulger.
The favorite is Sapp, who threw for 361 yards and
four touchdowns, despite tossing the game-ending interception.
The San Diego Chargers previously picked Sapp in
the second round as a linebacker in the 1996 draft.
The six-foot four-inch Sapp has prototypical quarterback size.
"Sapp may be 35," said Head Coach Scott
Linehan."but he'd be a rookie at quarterback, and that's
eight years younger than Bulger, technically."
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2008 NFL DRAFT PREDICTIONS:

REALTOR/DEVELOPBl, LLC
Phase 1 Complete August 08' • Now Selling & Leasing!
FOR SALES: 864.654.2200 • FOR LEASING: 864.654.3333

www.highpointeofclemson.com
■

-

■

1. QB Tribble Reese (Clemson) - Miami Dolphins
2. QB Patrick Sapp (Clemson) - St. Louis Rams
3. DT Glenn Dorsey (LSU) - Atlanta Falcons
4. RB Darren McFadden (Arkansas) - Oakland Raiders
5. QB Woodrow Dantzler (Clemson) - Kansas City Chiefs
6. QB Levon Kirkland (Clemson) - New York Jets
7. OT Jake Long (Michigan) - New England Patriots
8. DE Chris Long (Virginia) - Baltimore Ravens
9. QB Matt Ryan (Boston College) - Cincinnati Bengals
10. DE Phillip Merling (Clemson) - New Orleans Saints
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COCKS from page Cl

Until recently, Carolina fans could only take pride in their mascots, Cocky and Sir Big Spur (pictured above).

In March, Garcia was one of three
USC athletes to be cited (again) for underage drinking. Just five hours later,
police responded to an incident in which
Garcia discharged a fire extinguisher in
a dorm. He was not charged with anything, but was reprimanded by the newly
created USCDBSA (University of South
Carolina Disciplinary Board for Student
Athletes).
"I told him that this has to stop.
We've got it all under control," said
Spurrier. "Stephen assured me that he
won't be doing any more bad things. I
believe him. He's never given me any
reason to doubt him."
To further prevent any more criminal
accusations with his team, Spurrier has
decided to build the players their own
dorm to ensure they keep out of trouble.
The Richland County Alternative
Detention Center is set to be constructed
by August, just in time for the new football season.
"It's gonna be real nice," said
Spurrier. "It'll have all the amenities that
they're used to: jail food, team showers,
bunk beds, cement walls and a beautiful
view of Columbia." The state-of-the-art
facility will be closed to the public for
their own safety.
Also, in an attempt to improve his
own personal relationship to the team,
Spurrier added his own touch to the
dorm. "I put in a putting green," he said.
"It's not big, our budget wouldn't allot
for a full-size one like at Augusta, but
at least they can watch me from time to

C3

time."
Former Gamecocks George Rogers,
Demetrius Summers and Cory Boyd will
be coming back to Columbia to serve as
counselors for the football team. Spurrier
hopes that their presence will be a positive influence on the program, saying that
they will be role models for the team.
The Gamecock football team is also
getting help from the outside.
Pro wresder and Carolina fan Ric
Flair has been asked by Coach Spurrier
to be the team disciplinarian. When
asked how he felt about his new position,
Flair responded "Whoooooo!"
ESPN college football commentator
and former USC coach Lou Holtz has
also promised to speak more highly of
USC in their broadcasts. "Well, Notre
Dame will always be one of the best
teams in college football, but I'm sure
South Carolina could sneak in there every now and then," slurred Holtz.
Spurrier, like Carolina fans nationwide, is looking forward to next season.
With the new USCDBSA and the football dormitory/detention center, South
Carolina is hoping to establish themselves as one of the premier programs in
the country. The outlook is certainly new
to USC, and it is certain to have an immediate positive impact.
However, it will most likely not affect their on-the-field play this season,
as the Gamecocks look to expand upon
their six-game losing streak that they finished out the 2007 season with.
The perennial pre-season national
champions will once again compete for
last in the SEC.

864.23
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
GJ.FMSON UNIVERSITY

TIGE11VPAW
PRODUCTIONS

ticketmaster.com
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FAMINE from page Cl
ed taking our food and players started
going hungry. I think the first time
we realized as a team that we have a
problem on our hands was when our
manager Jim Leyland locked himself
in his office for six hours after discovering Miguel ate his cigarettes."

Miguel Cabrera pictured in his Marlins

Indeed it is a cruel fate that these
players must deal with. Detroit already has a major league-leading six
players on the disabled list, all of
whom are suffering from starvation.
The scariest part is that this is only
going to get worse.
Cabrera broke into the majors in
2003, when he weighed
a measly 185
pounds.
But less
than
five
years

APRIL

after Miguel's first major league
game, he claims his weight to be at
250 pounds in early season form.
A midseason estimate of Cabrera's
girth puts him at a blasphemous 345
pounds as his numbers peak.
Known for his normally high batting average and fast starts, second
baseman Placido Polanco may be
taking the brunt of Cabrera's habits.
Polanco has reportedly gone almost
three weeks without gaining any sustenance, and is currently only batting
. 154 with zero home runs and a pathetic two RBls.
Even the starting pitching has
been hurt by Cabrera's presence.
After giving up nine runs in
only five innings pitched, starting pitcher Justin Verlander
frustratingly confessed, "Cabrera
ate my glove. Somehow he confused it with a honey-baked
ham and amazingly ate
it in only one bite. At
first I was impressed, but
then I

alized I didn't have another worn-in
glove for the game. I couldn't get it
out of my head all night."
But even with Cabrera's eating
habits extinguishing any form of a
successful season in the Tigers franchise, some players are still making
the best of the tough times. Pudge Rodriguez played for the Florida Marlins
in Cabrera's rookie year when they
won the World Series in 2003, so he
is no stranger to Miguel's mindset. "I
made a bet with [Magglio] Ordonez
that if he painted his helmet to look
like an oversized apple, Cabrera
would eat it. Needless to say, Ordonez
lost 50 bucks and a helmet that day,"
mused a lighthearted Rodriguez.
Cabrera was traded to the Tigers
from the Florida Marlins this past
offseason in a blockbuster deal that
also sent Dontrelle Willis to the Motor City.
But were the Marlins trading off a
clubhouse cancer rather than a potential future Hall of Famer? Currently
the Tigers are last in the AL Central
division, while the Marlins are first
place in the NL East. Multiple major
league scouts have cited Cabrera's appetite as the sole reason for the flipflop in standings that has taken place
over the past season.
A Detroit scout who would like
to remain anonymous recently stated, "They knew exactly what they
were doing. Somehow the Marlins
kept Cabrera's eating habits out
of the press and traded him
for our whole farm system.
Now we have half our
team on the disabled
list from starvation and
no one to bring up from
the minors."
But despite all of
the problems that Cabrera has brought with
him, his outstanding bat
has been awarded with
a franchise record $153
uniform as he sits down to dinner prior to a matchup with the Braves last season
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million over the next seven years. But
even after he blows all of the money
on mountains of meals, Cabrera still
finds it in himself to eat the food of
his teammates. Frustrated fellow athletes have begun to refer to Cabrera
as "Miggy the Piggy," citing his overweight tendencies.
Will the Tigers have what it takes
to be the only team to ever make the
playoffs after starting with seven
straight losses?
The talent is there, but as long as
Miguel Cabrera cannot control his appetite, the wins will be missing.

BASEBALL'S
GREATEST
EATERS
OF
ALL TIME
(according to
Southern Living)
1. David Wells
2. Tony Gwynn
3. Kirby Puckett
4. John Kruk
5. Babe Ruth
6. Miguel Cabrera
7. Cecil Fielder
8. Roger Clemens
9. Fernando
Valenzuela
10. Mo Vaughn

^k Deposit on all CAT buses or
In the special box at Earth
Day Celebration April 22
~ A winner will be announced
&*> May 1st (you don't have to
be present to win)
Sponsored by:
CLEMSON AREA TRANSIT

Clemson Cyclery
SEA Club

BIKE & RIDE CAT
AND REGISTER TO WIN A

MOUNTAIN BIKE AND HELMET
DRAWING IN MAY 2008 "NATIONAL BIKE MONTH"
Sponsored By Clemson Area Transit & Clemson Cyclery

Give your coupon to any CAT Bus Operator
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Obama drops out of race for football
The presidential hopeful is looking forward to a future on the Clemson offensive line.
DANIEL TAYLOR
SPORTS EDITOR
Barack Obama, the favorite to
win the Democratic nomination,
announced Tuesday that he would
drop out of the presidential race
to pursue a college football career.
After considering a number of
schools from every BCS conference, Obama will attempt to walkon at Clemson University next
fall. "I've heard they have a pretty
good team this year," said Obama.
"They have the chance to win their
first ACC championship in nearly
two decades — that would really
be something special. If I became
President and missed all that — I'd
regret it the rest of my life."
After his announcement Obama,
pretending to be a 300-pound
lineman, proudly demonstrated his
three-point stance for the Pennsylvania crowd. A shocked audience
looked on as the former presidential candidate yelled "Blue 42! Red
74! Set, Hut!" and chop blocked
campaign manager David Plouffe
of the stage. George McGalvin, a
retired referee who happened to
be in attendance, called Obama's ,
block "low, but legal."
Brad Scott, Clemson's offensive
line coach, questioned on Obama's
run blocking ability. "He has a
solid form...no question there,"
said Scott, "but he's going to need
to gain about 150 pounds during
summer workouts to effectively

MELEE from page Al
to play."
The next day, Phillips announced
that Leggett would not only retain his position as head coach, but
would also take on batting, pitching
and fielding responsibilities for the
baseball team. The squad adopted
the new persona, Team Leggett.
The first game for Team Leggett
was a rough one to watch for Tigers
fans, as Georgia Tech won 17-6.
Leggett batted reasonably well,
hitting .350 for the game and only
stranding himself four times. Even
with his pitching, Leggett set a
school-record by striking out 23 batters.
However, the Yellow Jackets
were able to hit a remarkable 14 inside-the-park homers, as Leggett was
unable to run down even the lightest
blooper over second base and tag the
runner out before he reached home
plate.
Game two with the Jackets was
more heavily contested, but Georgia Tech still prevailed 8-5. Team
Leggett's Achilles' heel, the insidethe-park home run, contributed to
seven of Tech's eight scores.
Following the two losses to the
Jackets, Leggett consulted with old
friend and former Clemson pitching
coach, Kevin O'Sullivan, in order to
refine his on-the-mound mechanics.
"I noticed he was a bit tight on
his release," said O'Sullivan. "You
know he's anxious, after not playing
college ball for 30 years. He wants
to prove he's still got it. I told him to
just relax and not try and force his
pitches so much."
O'Sullivan's advice paid off. In
the opening match of a three-game
series with No. 2 Florida State,
Leggett was able to take a one-hit
shutout into the ninth.
Tiger fans clinched their seats as
Team Leggett held a slim 2-0 lead.
However, the 54-year-old Leggett
tired in the top of the inning and
gave up two homers, both insidethe-park, which tied the game.
The bottom of the inning looked
bleak for Tiger fans, Leggett quickly
had two groundouts and looked to

Barack Obama proudly holds up a Clemson shirt, thrilling the crowd and promising "change we can believe in" on the offensive line.

drive back ACC-caliber defensive
linemen."
Obama's decision to choose
the pigskin over politics resembles
Franklin Delano Roosevelt's brief

stint in Minor League Baseball in
1942. However, FDR's dreams of
playing on the diamond ended with
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. World War II forced him back

into the oval office.
Obama admitted that people
who donated money would probably
be upset, considering that his nomination was almost certain. "I assure

be breathing heavily; he clearly had
nothing left in the tank to pitch extra
innings.
Then Leggett was able to force
a single to right. Declaring a "ghost
runner" at first, Leggett returned to
the batter's box to attempt to drive
himself home to win the game.
After digging into a 0-2 hole,
Leggett stepped out of the batter's
box, pretended to look surprised and
pointed to second base.
With the crowd focusing their attention on the bag, Leggett declared,
"Look! The ghost runner just stole
second!"
The Seminoles quickly protested,
but umpire Gary Jacobson admitted
that he wasn't really paying attention
and awarded the base to the ghost
runner. After the brief objection by
Florida State, Leggett smacked the
first pitch into left center, which
scored the ghost runner (according

to Leggett), for a walk-off double.
The 3-2 victory marked the first
time in NCAA history that a singleman squad defeated a ranked opponent.
Team Leggett responded masterfully after the upset win, beating
the Seminoles 14-10 and 17-16 to
complete the sweep. Ghost runners
stole an astounding 37 bases over
the course of the series and always
seemed to steal a base when Team
Leggett needed it the most.
"I'm really proud of this team."
said Leggett in a post-game press
conference. "There are few times
over the course of a career that you
get to coach a truly special individual. After over 30 years, I can safely
say that I've never been more proud
or honored to coach anyone as much
as myself."
While he mainly credited himself
for Clemson's turnaround, Leggett

mentioned that he would like to see
a few of his players return from injury, admitting that having some relief pitching could be helpful. "I like
pitching complete games, but I'm
the kind of guy that wants to strike
everyone out. When my pitch count
gets around 210 or 220,1 start to get
a little gassed."
Leggett was asked if he had any
goals for Clemson's post-season
possibilities. "I'm not going to get
into that," he said. "I just want to go
out there and take it one series at a
time. There's a lot of baseball left to
be played."
Then Eric Sprott, writer for the
Daily Messenger, told Leggett to cut
out the "diplomatic crap" and "just
tell us what we want to hear."
In response, Leggett gave his
golden boy smile and said, "Well,
I've already booked my ticket to
Omaha. I suggest you do the same."

you that your money will not go to
waste," said Obama. "I will use it to
purchase my helmets and pads. The
rest I'll probably blow on Bud Light
pitchers at Tiger Town Tavern."

Bowden
to son:
Letup i
Father pleads with
offspring to let
him win.

TYRONE GAYLE
STAFF WRITER
As long as Tommy Bowden has
been at the reigns for the Tigers, the
annual Florida State-Clemson matchup has changed from a Seminole beatdown, to a yearly conference victory
for the Tigers. Bobby Bowden has
been at the helm in Tallahassee, Fla.
since Gerald Ford was in the oval
office and has grown accustomed to
winning games. Bowden still holds
a slim one-game lead over Coach Joe
Patemo of Penn State for the prestigious honor of most career wins in
D-l, but Tommy's annual victory in
the Bowden Bowl as been costing
Bobby precious victories. Tommy's
Tigers have taken four of the last five
meetings. Tommy Bowden has begun referring to the yearly game as
a "warm-up for the rest of the ACC
schedule." "Whatever happened to respecting your elders?" asked the elder
Bowden. "I taught Tommy everything
he knows! Doesn't he know that I'm
trying to hold off Joe Patemo?"
Another issue of controversy
that has stirred a few pots has been
the recruiting line into Florida's best
prospects that Tommy has not only
tapped, but has flat out stolen from his
father. Out of the 25 latest additions to
Clemson's football team this fall, eight
are from the Sunshine State with the
majority of them choosing the Tigers
over the Seminoles. No one is really
sure when Bobby Bowden will retire,
but with this current trend of Tommy
game
as
"Team
Leggett."
In
an
embarrassing
moment
for
the
Clemson
coach,
setting the best of his father, it may be
Jack Leggett takes the field for his first
• ifiir>i >♦ » 1 ♦ ♦, ♦»'•'*"«••♦
Leggett stood ready at third base for 15 minutes jintil he j'emembereAnAt He'wjis. V»e" dpl/|JUye,r ind-faad.to jJfth, \V. V • i • ♦sooner ratharthan later. ♦♦»•#♦•♦♦
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Bowden promises to actually try in 2008
After most amateurs felt they could win the Atlantic Division last year, Bowden admits he didn't try that much.
CRESWELL CURTIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Tommy Bowden (right) and Tommy
bested Bowden's squad in overtime.

team

Graber Mini-Warehouses
864.972.9787
5x10 $25.00 Per Month
10x10 $40.00 Per Month

Other sizes available
THIS SIDE UP

The 2008 football season should
hold immense promise for the
Clemson Tigers. With the return of
roughly two-thirds of the starters,
the Tigers are a heavy favorite to
win the Atlantic division and compete for the ACC championship.
The offense will use a vast and balanced array of weapons, complementing the speed and aggressiveness of a stalwart defense. With so
much talent on the field, one would
think that anyone could coach these
players to Clemson's first BCS bowl
appearance.
However, Head Coach Tommy
Bowden isn't ready to give up the
reins just yet.
"I wasn't sure I'd even have to
try with this group of kids, but, if
it means I keep my job, I promise
I'll try."
The Tigers have come extremely
close to attaining greatness on many
occasions. In the last two years
alone, the team has come within one
game of winning the division, losing a three-way tie in 2006 that sent
Wake Forest (a team the Tigers previously beat 27-17) to the title game,
as well as losing to Boston College
20-17 in 2007 in what amounted to
a divisional championship game.
Football fans were left wondering
what was missing in each season
that could have propelled Clemson
to the next level.
"I've asked for facilities upgrades and the WestZone was built.
We needed athletes and we signed
the second-ranked class in the country [according to ESPN]. There's
nowhere else to point but me."
The 2008 schedule includes
some difficult competition, with

road matches against Boston College, Florida State and Wake Forest.
While these games will answer
whether the Tigers have the ability to assert themselves in the Atlantic Coast Conference, any National Championship aspirations
will hinge on our tremendous home
schedule. Clemson will face powerhouse programs The Citadel and
South Carolina State with the pivotal opportunity to showcase their national prowess over such premiere
competition.
The results of these games
will directly reflect the national
title chances of the Clemson football team. Last season, the Tigers
beat Central Michigan 70-14. This
thumping of a conference champion
- the Chippewas won the MAC in
2006 - could only be taken as a sign
of our superior football prowess.
Bowden was quick to assert
himself as the best candidate this
season for taking the Tigers to the
top, as well as to justify his salary.
"What's the issue here is the difference between amateurs and professionals.
. There are a lot of Mondaymorning quarterbacks out there.
Amateurs do what they need to get
it right. Professionals do what they
have to so they never get it wrong.
Anybody can win a game, but the
great coaches don't lose 'em."
"The pros are expected to get
the job done. Amateurs just try. I
reckon trying is the least I can do." •
Clemson fans will be able to see
the fruits of Bowden's labor come
Aug. 30 in Atlanta, Ga. against Alabama.
Talent and hype will only get
them so far. Fans will see what trying might do.

Get a jump on your fall with a couple
of summer courses!
Take advantage of GPC's affordable
tuition, flexible schedules, accessible
locations, small classes, online options
and award-winning instructors.
Apply for summer classes now. Ensure
that your financial aid precedes you and your GPC credits easily transfer
back - by arranging for a Transient
Student Letter from your academic
advisor to our Office of Admission,
PO Box 89000, Atlanta, GA 30356.

"Apples to Water"
A Community -Based
Research Project

The eight-week summer session
starts May 27, the six-week summer
session starts June 16, and there's
always the option to take a class
online. Check out our expanded
course schedule in Alpharetta, and
register at gpc.edu/transientschool

B I Georgia
11 Perimeter
College
Two Years That Will Change Your Life

Clemson University ami SC LIFE Project faculty
have partnered with the School
District of Oconee County- and the
community to offer an opportunity
tot Clemson students from Oconee
County to participate in a community -based research project. This
.scum
multidisplinary project will explore
the past, present and future of Oconee County
through investigating issues such as agricultural
practices (e.g., apple firming), namral and manmade resources, and textile industries (mills). All
the projects will he integrated into a multimedia
product (e.g., DVD, wclwite) that will he available
to the Oconee County community. Clemson
undergraduates will gain appreciation of extension, natural resources and the agricultural heritage of their home communities.

Ar/

Interested parties contact
Cora Allard
(callara@clcmson.edu) or
phone: 864-656^)721.
Office is located in G-19
Jordan Hall.

Students needed ASAP for Spring
Semester ($6.25/ hr). A 6-week
paid summer internship ($250/wk)
and Fall 2008 Creative Inquiry
class will be required. The project
will continue through May 2009.
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Daly breaks records at Augusta
Fat man sets mark for eating, drinking and smoking.
ALEX URBAN
STAFF WRITER

While the world's best golfers were
making their way around a tough Augusta National golf course on Sunday,
John Daly, two-time major winner and
bomber of the golf ball, was working

■L

on his own records at the Augusta-area
Hooters.
Daly, known for his gutsy style of
golf, his zest for living and his plethora
of wives, added another item on his resume: he is now the record holder for
the most hot wings eaten in an hour, the
most beers consumed in an hour and the

most cigarettes smoked in an hour at the
famed "Hooter's Masters" event held annually on the date of the final round of
the Masters golf tournament just three
miles away.
The Hooters Masters is a three-part
tournament consisting of eating wings,
drinking Budweiser and smoking Marlboros. Daly not only took the Triple
Crown with the overall title but he set
records in all three: he ate 188 wings in
a one-hour period, drank 58 beers and
smoked 18 packs of cigarettes in a performance that can only be compared to
the great Hungry-Hungry Hippo, a sixtime winner at the Augusta Hooters and
Phil "Landfill" Krundle, a four-time winner.
This was Daly's fourth win in the
event, and best single performance since
his 1997 victory when he lapped the field
by 12 beers and showed the world that he
was ready to compete in Hooters events
worldwide. He claims his goal is to surpass the six titles earned by Hippo, who

*K

retired from the event last year.
"I have never seen anyone compete
like John [Daly]," said Hippo. "I bet he
wins more Hooters Masters than myself
and Arnold combined." That would be a
tall order, but it is looking more and more
likely that Daly could achieve 10 Hooters Masters and possibly have a chance to
aim for Hippo's record of 18 Major eating-drinking-smoking-championships
that many thought was untouchable.
"Winning golf tournaments is hard,"
Daly said to reporters after his nearly
flawless performance. "But my British
Open and PGA Championships pale in
comparison to winning the Hooters Masters." Daly went on to say that he has
been training for the event all his life by
"eating, drinking and smoking as much
as I could until I passed out."
The event started just as the leaders
at Augusta National were teeing off to
vie for the green jacket and the prestige
that goes with it.
Similarly, the Hooters Masters hands

out an orange jacket, but the prestige involved is much more than the golf tournament
"A win at this event gets you free
Hooters for life!" Daly exclaimed. "Why
would I care about silly golf tournaments
or qualifying for the golf Masters when
this tournament is even more prestigious?"
Actually, Daly is not the only one
who believes the Hooters Masters to be
the most important tournament in the
city of Augusta. Jim Nantz has been trying for years to opt out of his announcing job in the booth at the 18th hole of
Augusta National to announce the Hooters Masters at what he calls, "The most
intriguing and competitive event in the
world, bar none."
It wasn't the golf Masters, but Daly
has proved again and again that he belongs in Augusta on Sunday, eating,
smoking and drinking his way to the
orange jacket, and into the pages of history.
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Notorious alcoholic John Daly rolls his beer gut around while he takes a swing
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Offices in:
Seneca- 882-0168
Anderson-225-3788
Easley- 859-5150

roperties

"Apartment Living With a Personal Touch"
1. Heritage Riverwood- 1BR/1BA ($499-$525), 2BR/2BA ($610-$650)
2. Heritage Pointe - 1BR/1BA ($465), 2BR/1BA ($525)
CONTACT US:
Heritage Riverwood: 654-1130
4. Heritage Station - 1BR/1BA ($425 - includes water and sewer)
Heritage Hills: 653-5506
5. College Street - 1BR/1BA ($325-$365 + $25 for water/sewer)
Heritage Pointe: 653-7717
College Street: 654-1130
6. Westbank - 2BR/1BA ($420-$450)
Visit US
All other locations: 723-5914 ask for Lex
7. Wesley Street- 2BR/1BA ($450)
3. Heritage Hills - 1BR/1BA ($435), 2BR/1BA ($565) +$25 for poolside

8. Stone Ridge - 2BR/2BA ($475)

Online at: www.clemsonapartments.com

9. Vicksburg- 1BR/1BA ($395)
10. Old Central Road 1BR/1BA ($335)
11. Lindsay Road - 1BR/1BA ($355)
*A11 prices are per apartment and not per person
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Congratulations Josh
and Christen!
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"Spamalot" comes to Peace Center
Monty Python's "lovingly ripped off" play brings laughs to Greenville.

Calendar
of Events
JD Massey Classic horse
show. T. Ed Garrison
Arena, 10 a.m. Morning
show free, evening show
$5. Also April 19 at 10

Eighth Annual Golfing
for a Cure Invitational.
Cobbs Glen Golf Course,
Anderson. $60 individual,
$200 team. Noon.
Take Back the Night 5K
Run/Walk to promote
awareness of relationship violence. Begins at
Redfern Health Center
and ends at the Outdoor
Theatre. 6 p.m. $15 individual, $8 per individual
for group.
"The Importance of
Being Earnest" by Oscar
Wilde performed by the
Clemson Players. Brooks
Center for the Performing
Arts. Students $5, Adults
$10. 8 p.m. Also April 19
at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. and
April 20 at 3 p.m.

CORRINA MILLER
STAFF WRITER

It is the quest for the Holy Grail!
And on the way we shall listen to the
traditional Finnish fish-slapping song,
be teased by a few French taunters
blowing raspberries, ooh and ahh over
psychedelic castles and be chastised
by a "scenery-chewing" Lady of the
Lake. Indeed, "Spamalot" brings your
favorite 1975 cult classic comedy
"Monty Python and the Holy Grail"
to the stage in a delightfully silly and
excessively hysterical production.
Spamalot is "lovingly ripped off'
from the motion picture by Graham
Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam,
Eric Idle, Terry Jones and Michael
Palin and consists of outrageous satires
that include all aspects of life including Finland, Cher, Liza, romance,
Jews, Scotsmen, cows, "The Phantom
of the Opera," rabbits, bravery, the
French and God (not even God himself is left unscathed). It's a rambunctious two hours that never gives its
audience a moments chance to pause
their laughter and take a breath. Actors
are encouraged and required to "overact like hell," and they do a jolly good
job at it, too.
Often in great productions, there is
a weak link that doesn't quite carry the
show all the way through. However,
"Spamalot" is an exception to this
common occurrence. Gary Beach perfectly embodies the wacky, bumbling

King Arthur who has dedicated his
life to finding the Holy Grail. Esther
Stilwell as the Lady of the Lake hold
high notes like a champ and sweeps the
stage with her diva presence. The set
is slightly rustic and strongly reminds
one of a very expensive cartoon popup
book. Then there is the neon-lit Vegasstyle Camelot from which pops out a
mime, two gendarmes, an artist and
Cosette of "Les Miserables."
Many of the essential comedic bits
from the movie remain, almost verbatim, in the script, including the forbidding Knights Who Say Ni, Dennis's
argument that "strange women lyin'
in ponds distributin' swords is no
basis for a system of government,"
the coconut horses and Prince Herbert
who is in dire need of rescuing.
Along with reenacting the movie,
"Spamalot" also incorporates a satirical, razzmatazz outlook on Broadway.
There is a delightfully witty rip-off
of the bottle dance from "Fiddler on
the Roof," some tunes bear a striking resemblance to "The Lion King,"
and an excessive chandelier dripping
with candles and diamonds and surrounded by clouds of dry ice seems to
have been taking almost directly from
"Phantom of the Opera." The Lady of
the Lake bemoans that she hasn't been
on stage in such a long while in the
song, "The Diva's Lament" and the
typical romantic notions of Broadway
are scoffed at in "The Song that Goes
Like This."

It's rich with wicked humor, wonderfully clever, and an absolutely,
positively excellent evening of the-

V
H

SPAMALOT

A new musical\°^ripped off from the motion picture

MONTY PYTHONSffiolv Grail

ON THE

PROWL

by BRANDON BILINSKI
SL.Va.3L ORSON SWELLES
Strut Your Mutt. South
Carolina Botanical
Gardens. $10 per person.
9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

TAPS Yearbook Spring
Sales Drive. Hendrix
Student Center Atrium.
$75/ book. 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Also April 22, 23, 24,
and 25 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
"Thirty Years at 36,000
Feet" seminar by Brenda
Harman. Self Auditorium,
Strom Thurmond
Institute. 7:30 p.m. Free.

CU Concert Band & CU
Symphonic Band. Brooks
Center for the Performing
Arts. 8 p.m. Free.

Have an event you want to
see featured on the calendar?
E-mail
timeout@thetigernews.com

Group nelo
performs
in Athens
GREG BLANTON
STAFF WRITER

You've probably heard of
Athens, Ga. You've probably been
there. You probably know there's
not a whole lot going on. Yeah,
there's the University of Georgia,
but otherwise Athens is small,
quiet and keeps to itself. Within
this unassuming town, though, is
an even more unassuming establishment called the 40-Watt Club.
Tucked in this small town, hidden
in this faceless club is where on a
warm April evening the Texas-bred
nelo made magic happen.
Driving down a quiet one-way
street, if you blink you may miss the
40-Watt Club tucked away there on
the corner. Granted there is a fairly
sizeable sign atop the building,
but if you happen to be checking
see NELO page D5

Three years ago a unique opportunity was presented to me. Our then current "On the Prowl" writer, who was
known for being a bit tame compared
to previous writers, decided last minute
that she wouldn't be able to write the
column for that week. Our editor sent
out an e-mail asking for volunteers,
and I decided that it was time for a
male voice to be heard. I could think
of nothing more pertinent to men than
pornography, so my first foray into
the sex columnist world explained in
detail the nuances between soft and
hard core porn.
After receiving some good feedback (mosdy from guys who thought
reading about masturbation in a newspaper was funny), I signed up to be the
staple "On the Prowl" writer for the
next semester. Everything felt right,
and I channeled my inner Dr. Ruth
while writing the first column of the
semester, which happened to be about
safe sex and where to get good deals on
birth control and condoms.
The Monday after that issue was
distributed, my mom called me and
said that apparently it was the talk
of my small town of Chapin that,
God forbid, I was writing a column
about sexuality. Apparently, the message of condoms and disease prevention didn't matter as much as the fact
that a good little Catholic boy such as
myself would resort to such premarital
"Cosmopolitan" filth. I was extremely
disappointed in my town and the way
gossip travels without any good basis,
so for the sake of my parents (and
my girlfriend's) not having to hear
about my exploits from nosey neighbors, I adopted the penname of Orson
,StweJles. As a side note, I initially want-

atre, flying nuns and dirty English
pig-dogs. And who doesn't love a
good killer rabbit?

ed G. Spot Clitzgerald, but
the staff at the time deemed
that a bit too racy, so now I use
it for my comics.
With the penname as my safety blanket, I went straight for the
jugular of the prudish population and began writing articles
reviewing condoms, teaching
kegel exercises (vagina flexing),
giving dirty talk advice, and ultimately my personal favorite,
a satirical history of dildos.
Hate mail was flowing in, and
I felt as though Clemson was
filled with people who just needed to
get laid. In response to my dildo article,
some girl wrote that I lacked any
propriety and said that if she had read
my column before accepting Clemson,
she would have gone to USC. As a
guy who came to college a virgin (no
choice of mine, mind you), to have
people come up to me and say that they
loved reading about sex from me was
the best feeling ever.
I was still a bit saddened by the
close-mindedness of Clemson (and
other cities of South Carolina), but the
more I wrote, the less students complained. The next year, the S.C. Press
Association awarded me second place
for my dildo story, which made me
feel like there was hope for our super
religious redneck state after all. A few
months later a lady tried to report The
Tiger to the police for having a sex column and distributing in public places
like Moe's, but the Clemson police
were very helpful and explained to her
that there was nothing for them to do.
The reason for this long-winded
history of the past three years of "On
the.Prqwl'; is,that I'm finally gradua{-,

ing this year, and this is
the last I will ever write
for the paper. I've seen a
lot of good stuff this year
from other staff writers who
have adopted the pseudonym
trend, and I feel confident that
this column will continue to
thrive as it did under many
writers before me.
It's crazy to think
that I've been accused
of promoting promiscuity in simple
interviews with strippers, porn directors and
swingers, and in regular
articles in which I always teach
fun things for you to do with
your partner. I love hearing
these accusations considering I have been with the same
girl for four-and-a-half years
and have never had another sexual
partner. It's sad to leave at a time when
I feel that the community is the most
open to hearing new things and the
staff is the most open to letting us
write them. Who knows, maybe I'll
ghostwrite an issue where I talk about
the finer points of having sex when
you are married (which I will be soon)
instead of dating, but for now, I need to
get all of my thoughts down on paper
one last time:
Boobs are awesome!
8D (o) <
Hahaha, anal
sex! Fretting, blumpkins and SBPs, oh
my. Porn, porn, pom, PORN!
Sorry you had to see that, but there
was no way I could write an entire
article filled with only sappiness and
boring stories of my own maturation; I
mean, for God's sake people, I rewrote
a Robert Frost poem into one about
having sex with two chicks, and I made
a sex toy poem in the shape of a dildo.
When it comes to being mature, five
years of college and getting engaged
can't completely eradicate 15 solid
years of penis jokes, farting and pornography. Just remember, be safe while
having sex, ypu,,wiener-Jie£ds,
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Choir sings at Peace Center
A cappella group Cantus charms audiences.
CORRINA MILLER
STAFF WRITER

Cantus, an all-male a capella
choir based out of Minnesota, wooed
and won hearts the evening of April
4 at the Greenville Peace Center. The
group is vocally imposing and pleasingly harmonious at both ends; baritone and soprano seamlessly blend a
variety of perfectly pitched voices.
Star Tribune calls Cantus a "rousing tribute to American music," and
deservingly so.
Cantus indulged in the world of
classical music by kicking off the
show with a beautiful rendition of
"The Lord's Prayer" in Latin. From
there they moved on to a wide variety
of songs including "Mogamigawa
funa uta," a Japanese folk song and
Billy Joel's "Lullabye (Goodnight,
My Angel)," all sung with heart and

perfection.
Cantus definitely charmed its
audience. There were more than a
few wet eyes after Lee Hoiby's "Last
Letter Home," a piece commissioned
by Cantus and based on a letter written by Jesse Givens, a private first
class who died in 2003 in Iraq. The
letter was sent to his family following his death. The song is presented
in an almost chant-like arrangement
and delivered with the heartfelt passion of a father and husband expressing his love for his family.
The second part of the show
kicked off by having fun with a
spunky little musical bit using neon
PVC piping, a tambourine and a few
other simple musical instruments.
One of the most the most stunning pieces of the show was Cantus's
arrangement of Morten Lauridsen's
"Ave Dulcissima Maria;" Cantus

comma splice

member Tim Takach's blues arrangement of "The House of the Rising
Sun" woven together with "Amazing
Grace" was also a crowd favorite.
The nine-member vocal ensemble
Cantus had its beginnings at St. Olaf
College in Minnesota and now plays
70 concerts a year nationally, which
supports the nine full-time singers.
Their Peace Center debut featured
many of the songs from their newly
released, self-titled album. "Cantus"
was recorded during the ensemble's
10th anniversary season and was
listed in NPR's Top 10 albums of
2007.
The group produces exquisitely
beautiful sounds with just simple
instruments and their voices, and
they have honed their skills to complete perfection. One cannot help but
applaud with gusto such an incredibly talented group of young men.

STAFF WRITER

Yet another thriller from the one
"The Whole Truth"
and only David
David Baldacci
Baldacci.
This
April 22
time, the novel's
protagonist is asked to bring two opposing nations head-to-head in what appears
to be the preface of World War III. Twists
and turns are prevalent in this suspenseful
novel that will surely keep you coming back
for more.

deflowering sentences
logical fallacies

vnnwr
/
you vs. you re

run-on sentences
hanging prepositions

gerunds

fragments
4.-.w^c

double negatives
homophones

ANNE SWIFT

split infinitives

^

subject-verb agreement

/^Do you appreciate good writing? Do you consider yourself a language snob? Are you in at least^
two Facebook groups dealing with good grammar? Do you consider pluralizing with an
apostophe to be a sin? Can you identify at least nine of the twelve items listed above? Is the
AP Stylebook bedside reading material for you? Then come be a copy editor for The Tiger.
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E-mail Caroline at editor@thetigernews.com

NEED A PLACE TO CALL
HOME AFTER A LONG DAY OF
WORK, SCHOOL AND PLAY?
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES ARE A WORLD
AWAY FROM THE NOISE OF
LIFE YET CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND SHOPPING CENTERS.

• 2 BDRMS OVER 1050 SQ FT
• ENCLOSED COURTYARD AND PRIVATE
PATIOS
• SWIMMING POOL
• PET FRIENDLY
• FLEXIBLE LEASE DATES
• RATES START AT $590 W/
WATER/SEWER INCLUDED
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP AND NEW
MANAGEMENT FOR THE 2008-2009 SEASON!
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE TOWNHOMES
(864)654-6158
abodepropertymgm@bellsouth.net

Author
of
the
best-selling novel
"Peace Like A
River," Enger has
Leif Enger
returned with yet
April 22
another stunning
story of an aging train robber on a quest to
reconcile his past injustice. A humble writer
takes this journey with him, which creates
a world of new opportunity that neither
man has ever experienced. This book is an
adventure story that is sure to captivate its
readers through Enger's use of redemption,
vitality and grit.

"So Brave,
Young,and
Handsome"

DAVID .
BALDAC
fjft THE

IV

WTtOt/K
TRUTH
SO B
YOUNG,
HANDSOME

LEIF ENGER
Arriioi: 01 PEACE LIKE A RIVER

Following
the
conflict
that
arises
between
Afghanistan and
the Soviet Union,
the movie pursues the story of Texas congressman Charlie Wilson as he adamantly
fights to prevent Soviet troops from invading
Afghan territory. Featuring renowned actors
such as Tom Hanks and Phillip Seymour
Hoffman, alongside the talented Julia
Roberts, this movie is calling all those craving a powerfully intense action film.
"Charlie Wilson's
War"
April 22

Our favorite flexible, green friend
is back and better than ever! This
time, he returns with his shape-shifting abilities topped off with some mad guitar skills.
Gumby and the gang set out on their greatest adventure yet — to produce their very
own feature film. Honestly, could it get any
more exciting? He's stolen our hearts for
more than 40 years, and now he's out to do
it again.
"Gumby:
The Movie"
April 22

mm
LHi MOVfE

BUCIOKO"

His latest CD features songs such as
"Love Is a Beautiful
Thing" and "Let Me
Love You Tonight"
and proves to be a
wonderful blend of
country and romance. His ability to incorporate soulful lyrics, eloquent guitar and a little
country twang are what make Phil Vassar
worthy of your time. Not into country? Check
out Frank Sinatra's latest CD, which debuted
the previous week.
"Prayer of a
Common Man"
Phil Vassar
April 22

Everyone's favorite
Osmond sibling is
back on the musiDonny Osmond
cal frontier with his
April 22
latest debut CD.
Though he may be getting older, his melodies continue to age wonderfully. Featuring
covers of such songs as "Can't Help Falling
In Love" and "Let's Stay Together," this CD
has the potential to modernize our favorite
love songs. If you're interested in bringing
back the oldies, this just might be the CD
for you.

"From Donny...
with Love"

DONNY

OSMOND
Rom Donny... w¥t\ Love
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DROPPING CHROMOSOMES D. SNUTS

APRIL

G. SPOT CLITZGERALD

EASY LIKE SUNDAY MORNING

CHARLIE AND SAM GRADUATE
Well, it's almost the
end, Charlie. Soon, we
will be no more...like
dunes worn to nothing
by wind f^\ and
water.

18, 2008

R. JOSEPH

Though we tried
Yes, seasons change...
our best to put
the end of the old is the
roots here, the
birth of the new. The
world will always way may be tough, but
move us ^-sr^
you will ^^^al ways be
down newf0^0
a light (*vfJ shining
paths
bright x--s^,^in my
eart.

I'm gonna |
miss farting
with you, Sam,
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1 Meal
7 Gemini
11 Drowse
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22
24
27
29
30
32
35
37
38
41
42
44
45

Spookily
Central Time
Gone to lunch
Times
Retired persons association (abbr.)
Misplaced
Van Gogh's " Night"
Get out!
Civic center
Baron
Cola brand
Before, poetically
Bath

48
49
51
52
55
56
57
60
64
65

Phantoms
God of Old Testament
"as you "
Region
Ball
Parent
Fine cotton fabric
Circle, as in planets
Microgram
Rotating mechanism

71
72
73
74
75
76

Also known as (abbr.)
Astringent
Grim
Neither's partner
Chest bones
Scan pattern used by tv's

6
7
8
9
11
12
u
21
23
24
25
26
28
31
32
33
34

DOWN
1 Radiation dose
2 Environmental protection agency (abbr)
3 Cake or Bread
4 Account (abbr.)
5 Popular stadium

36
38
39
40
43
46
47

Time in office
Classical composei
Tax agency
Devote
Lowest point
Birds "thumb"
(..lever plans
Luau dish
Scarlet
Social class
Forest god
Track
Tender loving care
Professional
Asian starling
Express disgust
Wnat a mosquito bite
does
Love flower
Sprayed down
Extreme
Grounded
Kine
Toilet
Dens (2 wds.)

49 Jolt
50 Reduced (abbr.)
53 Brand of Tile game
54 Author Poe
58 Seaweed substance

59 GS
61 Vigor
62 Thought
63 What Celestial
Seasonings makes
66 Scrape
68 Liable
69 Ball holder
70 Goof
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on D6
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Jjjotoscopes

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Do not, I repeat, do not eat the
spinach at Harcombe. Your digestive
tract will never forgive you, and
neither will your roommate once you
throw up all over the floor.
Pisces (Feb.19-March20)
If you take away the makeup, then
the vampires will die. Apply that to
your daily life, Dr. Phil.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Your obsession with "LOLcats" and
"I can haz cheezburger?" might be
kind of endearing if you wouldn't
archive every one you come across.
They're not going anywhere, and ifs
frightening. Really.
launiS (April 20-May 20)
Your roommate's printer will breathe
its last breath at the worst possible
moment. Maybe leave a little time
leeway and print at a public lab, since
you've been stealing his paper and
ink all year.
Gemini (May 21 -June 21)
You're probably going to have a
rough summer, so I'll save you the
agony: she doesn't love you. Sorry.
But as the old saying goes, never
frown....
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Cross-dressing for your job interview
with Rupert Murdoch is not a good
idea. I know you think it emphasizes
your liberal education" or something,
but all it's going to do is make you
seem like a whack-job. And Murdoch
hates whack-jobs. Just for the record.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
You've wrapped him up in a cute little
bundle that you can now dispose
of as you wish. I bet he wishes you
wouldn't, though.
V\rgO (Aug. 23Sept. 22)
Here's a bad policy: canceling your
university housing before signing a
lease on somewhere else. What if
everything falls through? The stars
suggest all will work out, but don't
forget that you make your own luck.
Libra (Sept. 23-oct. 22)
With the end of the semester at
your doorstep, I recommend you
study some and party some. Keep
it balanced. Discrete math is much
more fun when you're drunk and
naked. Induction? You're inducing
me... to make some very poor
decisions. Have at it, now.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Mars plus Neptune plus a rogue
asteroid means all your final exams
will fall on a single day. And good luck
rescheduling. Your professors really
do hope you die. One less paper to
score.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Your car will have four flat tires,
missing paint and key marks if Saturn
has his way with you tomorrow. Stay
away from sketchy back alleys in
Easley.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
If you don't hear from me this
summer it's because I'm partying
and traveling and not writing these
damn horoscopes. Stay classy and
stay smart. You'll be hearing from me
next year.
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Film
How do you end three years of
your life that involved late nights,
new friends and frustration due to lack
of words? First,
confess
that
CHRIS
you are a sham.
JAYNES
That's right, I
STAFFWR,TER

'

am

not

real,

y

a film snob. I
merrily watched
"Happy Gilmore" last night.
When I started writing this column, even though I had a few reviews
under my belt, I was by far the least
qualified critic who was writing for
The Tiger; Adam, Michael and Tyler,
you guys should have done this, but
thanks for giving me the opportunity
and for originally making fun of me
for watching foreign films with the
English dubbings — 1 have hence
learned my-lesson. When I sat down
to write my first Film Snob I tried so
hard to be an erudite version of what I
thought it meant to be film critic.

Big words, important directors,
obscure facts: I had them all. A few
hours before my deadline I decided
people were going to see right through
my thinly-gilded article. I started writing anew — I think I started off with a
"Dodgeball" quote.
Writing this column has been
more about self-discovery and sharing what I have found along my
cinematic journey. This, almost too
public at times, self-discovery is what
I appreciate most about my college
years. When I tried out for The Tiger,
my e-mail was something to the effect
that I may not have any experience,
but I know what a good review should
sound like. I couldn't have been farther from the truth. Michael Hunley,
editor at the time, graciously allowed
me to start writing and was very
nurturing despite my abhorrent grammar problems and inability to form a
complete thought.
For me, watching movies is a very

personal thing. Like many of you,
I grew up watching movies. Some
summers my family didn't have cable
so we just watched VHSs over and
over — I still cringe at the thought of
"Sister Act," Sarah. Sitting long hours
in front of the tube with my siblings
was pure escapism, and I still enjoy
watching movies that make me feel
warm and require little effort on my
part as the viewer. Movies have been a
security blanket and source of a sense
of self for me, and because of this several things pain me when I hear them
about movies.
You'll hear, "You have to see this
movie!" Oh really, why? They then
respond with, "It was good." Good?
Please, by all means use a watereddown word to entice me to see said
movie. On the flipside, if someone is
ranting and raving over a film it builds
this sense of expectation of what the
film should be, and does it ever live
up to it? This catch-22 of over-selling
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and using middle-of-the-road words is
a hard rope to walk. I know I am not
the most eloquent person in the world,
but our vocabularies should be able to
come up with better descriptions then
"it was good" or "that was gay."
Have some guts, say what you
want to about a movie, but really say
something. Who's going to say you
are wrong? We have reduced movies to monosyllabic words ranked by
thumbs, stars and paws. Some movies
warrant these categories, but others
demand more.
Take some chances in your movie
viewing. Don't let box office grosses
determine your viewing. On the flip
side of that, don't not go to mainstream movies; just add a little variety,
and you might discover something
you like. Clemson is blessed with
more than its fair share of great film
classes. I would highly recommend
taking any of them.
Lastly, thanks to all my wonderful editors for being patient with me
and to the copy editors who have to
make sense of my inventive grammar.
Thanks to Carla for putting up with
my movie choices.
I can't say thank you enough to all
my film teachers for inspiring me to
reach beyond the text. Mostly, thanks
to all of you for reading my thoughts
over the past few years, and I hope
you enjoyed some of them; and if
you didn't, yes, I am stealing one of
the greatest endings ever, "Nobody's
perfect."
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NELO from page Dl
out a sexy-looking pedestrian at the
moment you drive past the club, you
won't know what you missed.
Outside, the club looks as if it's
weathered about two centuries worth
of bad weather and is somehow still
standing. Inside, the only logical
conclusion one can draw about the
40-Watt is that the club has had at
least 10 different interior decorators
go to town with the place. No two
pieces of furniture match.
One bar is the conventional
sort, but standing opposite it is an
unused Tiki-bar. Christmas lights
are strung haphazardly. A mixture
of Halloween-like and tourist beach
decorations hang from the rafters. A
large fake but eerily realistic hand
sits atop an outhouse-looking building. A pool table sits hidden and
unused next to the impressively large
stage that dominates the club's main
cavernous room. This is the last
place you'd expect to be amazed.
The evening would feature two
acts. The headliner, so to speak,
would be nelo, while the unknown
Brennan Johnson would be the opener. A youth through and through,
Johnson was something of an enigma. Wearing Rainbow sandals, faded
blue jeans, a tan-colored buttondown and a thick hat pulled down
low over his face earrings and one
visible tattoo, Johnson looked like a
youth hiding some secrets. If indeed
Johnson was harboring secrets at that
moment, they're all out now.
Brennan Johnson, armed with
just an acoustic guitar and his voice,
laid his soul bare before the modest
audience. In a word, Johnson was
compelling. He performed like an
evil spirit manifested itself within
him onstage. The result was captivating. The electricity coursing through
his body while he performed was a
tangible entity in the 40-Watt Club.
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His body convulsed, his face and
chest turned red, and his face looked
pained as he roared and wailed his
way through his fiery set. It was
quickly evident that the man's body
was as much a part of the performance as his music.
Though his acoustic rock was
mostly standard fare, save for three
elements. First of all, let it be known
that Brennan Johnson is a superb
guitarist. Not only was the man executing complicated acoustic fingerplucking, but he was singing in the
meanwhile, no easy feat.
Secondly, Johnson's voice was
incredible. He effortlessly switched
between a dry narrative voice, a
Justin Timberlake-esque falsetto and
a booming growl. It is the latter that
truly made Johnson's performance a
special one. The man would scream,
he would roar, he would wail in
pain, and it was the most sincere
emotional release any member of the
audience had ever seen.
Thirdly, Brennan Johnson tortured himself with his songs onstage.
"Excuse me while I crawl into a dark
corner," he warned the audience at
one point. For the entire evening, he
never left that dark corner. Johnson
sang about all of his miseries, all
of his pain, all of his torture in his
music.
It was obvious that every song he
sang brought back a different painful
memory. These were the songs of a
tortured soul. The last words of this
tortured soul? "God don't feel for
folks like me." As soon as Brennan
Johnson said these words, he retreated from the stage silently, like a
ghost vanishing into the darkness.
When nelo took the stage, the
atmosphere in the 40-Watt Club was
dark. Brennan Johnson had depressed
just about everybody in that club.
Fortunately for Athens, there's no
band better than nelo for putting
people into a good mood. The Texas

sextet quietly moved onto the stage,
took their instruments, assumed their
positions and wordlessly kicked into
their lush opening song. The six
men together produced a beautifully
peaceful sound that exorcised the
demons left behind by their morbid
opener and filled the 40-Watt Club
and all of its patrons with peace and
happiness almost instantly.
Once the souls of the audience
members had been cleansed, nelo
moved from their reserved opener
and bust opened with "All Gone to
Nothing." At the instant the acoustic
guitar intro to this song began, the
crowd began whistling and cheering.
The music even had the normally sedate Georgia frat boys drunk,
happy and dancing.
Surprisingly early in the set, nelo
played what is perhaps their best
song, "On Top of Love." The tune is
a gorgeous ballad, and the group did
it justice live. In fact, even scarier
than Brennan Johnson's morbid performance was the fact that every
song nelo played sounded exactly as
it does on record.
Singer Reid Umstattd's golden
voice shone as bright as ever in the
group's beautiful ballad, while the
vocals and instruments were spot-on
during the whole night as well. It
was evident right away that nelo are
a group in its element on stage, a true
live band.
Other good-time songs like the
crowd-favorite "Jumping Bean"
were like lightning rods shooting
through the audience, the electricity
captivating those in attendance. This
captivation resulted in beers flowing,
feet dancing, laughter and smiles on
everyone's face.
Nelo's music may be the best
drinking music ever created, and
the youthful crowd in attendance at
the 40-Watt Club did not waste an
excuse to partake in this pastime.
What truly transcended the music's

If you think you have what it takes to be a Marine Corps Officer flying cutting-edge
aircraft like the MV-22 Osprey, call 1.800.MARINES or visit MarineOfficer.com.
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happy vibe, though, was the authentic joy on the singer's face throughout the whole show.
The shy and reserved Umstattd's
had a smile and was a picture of
pure ecstasy while he sang. It was
clear that performing nelo's music
brought him pure joy and happiness,
a quality that was incredibly endearing and had a profound influence on
the audience.
Nelo is a group that meshes
perfectly sonically and characteristically. All instruments share the spotlight and otherwise all fit together to
satisfy the song. During the rare and
brief time that an instrument does
take to the forefront, an incredible
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thing happens; the singer retreats to
the back of the stage out of sight.
During every guitar and horn solo,
Umstattd moves silently out of sight,
a tremendous and unprecedented
show of respect for his bandmates.
The one-two authentic emotional
punch of Brennan Johnson and nelo
made for a magical musical evening at the 40-Watt Club in Athens.
Though Johnson's brooding and
morbid acoustic attack may not reach
many audiences, it is nelo's partyready good-time vibe that is sure
to take the country by storm. Watch
out people, nelo takes no prisoners; before you know it you may be
drunk, happy and dancing to nelo.

TimeOut
e're always looking for hardworking, creative, goofy additions
to our staff. If you're interested in
writing, editing, or making graphics
or comic strips for TimeOut, contact
us at timeout@thetigernews.com.
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Baked
Tortilla
Wedges

REASONS
WE LOVE FACEBOOK
BY CAITL1N BAKER

Everyone knows your relationship status. A relationship
is not official until it is put on Facebook, we know this. And a
relationship is not over until Facebook says that Susie and John
have ended their relationship. This is good because it saves
both Susie and John heartache since their friends will be sure
not to mention the break-up in daily conversation since the Mini
Feed has warned them of the latest heart-wrenching news.

by Kelly Croughwell
Great with your favorite salsa
or dip.

We can see where everyone partied over the weekend as
soon as pictures are posted on Sunday night. This allows
everyone to see what they missed out on or to see who is
hooking up with whom. A picture is worth a thousand words,
but on Facebook, one bad picture could be the difference
between life and death.

Flour tortillas
Hidden Valley Ranch Dips Mix
(1 oz. envelope)
Grated Parmesan cheese
Non-stick spray (Pam)

Facebook keeps you updated with birthdays. It's hard to
remember everyone's birthday, but our little friend Facebook
will remind you days in advance. And when your birthday
rolls around and people write "Happy Birthday" repeatedly
on your wall, you'll feel like a king or queen for the day.

Pre-heat oven to 350 degrees.
Spray baking sheet with nonstick spray.
Cut tortilla into eight wedges
similar to how you would cut
a pizza.
Lay wedges on baking sheet
and spray them with non-stick
spray.
Sprinkle dips mix and cheese
over tortillas.
Bake 3 minutes; flip each
wedge over and bake another
3 minutes.

Wall-to-Wall. This is the epitome of how "he-said, she-said"
drama is created. We love to stalk the wall-to-wall posts of
our favorite friends, crushes or enemies, and we'll try to
interpret and decode every single inside joke listed there.

Facebook allows us to be as nosy as we want without
anyone actually seeing. Everyone knows that we are all
just as much of a Facebook stalker as the next person, but
this is just something that is taken as common knowledge.
It is not discussed. Everyone knows everything about everyone else just because of Facebook.
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Write

- Shoot. Design

E-mail associate@thetigernews.com

FEATURING:
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
Auburn
Boise State
Boston College
Brigham Young
Clemson
Connecticut
Duke
Florida
Florida State
Fresno State
Georgia
Gonzaga
Illinois
Kansas
Kansas State
Kentucky
Louisville
LSU
Marshall
Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Peim State
Pittsburgh
Purdue
South Carolina
South Florida
Tennessee
Texas
Texas Tech
Utah
Villanova
Virginia
Washington
Washington State
Wisconsin
.
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VINTAGE INSPIRED

APPAREL

College Vault apparel combines the
tradition and spirit of America's top
college brands with the hottest body
styles and fabrics for the fashion
conscious fan. Look for College Vault
apparel at better department stores,
fashion boutiques, or your campus
bookstore.
Visit www.collegevault.com and
register to win cool College Vault
apparel and other fun prizes..

www. eollegevault.coin
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BANNER SUPPLY CO.

Chip! Pepper

S&-BE
UNIVERSITY

CLOTHING CO.
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* Birthdav TAPS!
Laving a
o celebrate, we
BOOK SALE!

Buy your 2007-2008
TAPS
for
$75
The only college book youll want to read in
20 years.
The price will increase after the Spring
semester! So get your books now and save
some money.
** April 21 st - 25th
' 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1st floor of the Hendrix Student Center
We will be accepting cash, checks and Tigerstripe!

fys^-i's+M.fc,
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Help us conserve water and energy.

In celebration of Earth Week,
Harcornbe & Scbilletter Dining Halls
are going tray-less!
Monday, April 21st—Friday, April 25th
* * A * *

t *
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Welcome
Clemson Students

, t

Your Neighborhood Food Lion is Now Open!
Come visit your Clemson neighborhood Food Lion, where you
can use your Tiger Card for all your favorite foods. Whether
you need that one special item to get you to your next class or
a whole cart full to get you through the all-nighter, Food Lion
will be there to help. Come on in, we can't wait to see you!

m
Now Accepted
at Food Lion

16 Ounce
Select Varieties

Oscar Mayer
Meat
Wieners RUY
38-43 Ounce, 4 Cheese,
Pepperoni, or House Special

Stefano Take-nBake Pizza

$400
HMVP

1

OFF

12. Pack,
12 Ounce Cans
Select Varieties

Coke
Products

Limit 2 Free

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

QNE

GET QNE

FREE

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Store Coupon
Expires 4/22/2008
5.75-6 Ounce
Select Varieties
(Excludes Fat Free)

Pringles
Potato
Crisps

9-13 Ounce
Select Varieties

Tostitos

2/*6

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

$

10

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Prices Good through 4/22/08

Valid only at Food Lion
107 Canoy Lane,
Clemson, South Carolina

IFREE
GROCERIES
WITH A $25 PURCHASE

Limit one coupon per purchase of specified
product(s); no other coupon may be used with
this coupon. Void if copied, sold, exchanged or
transferred. Good only at Food Lion. Do not
double or triple. Cash Value .001 e

107 Canoy Lane, Clemson, South Carolina
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